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While descriptive analysis affords interpretive flexibility, a properly conceived
quantitative framework can enhance understanding by enabling the precise measurement
and comparison of musical phenomena, the statistical evaluation of numerous
phenomenal instances and relationships, and data visualization for pattern detection and
communication. This study presents such a framework and uses it to analyze Felix
Mendelssohn’s small ternary forms in Songs Without Words, Op. 19.
This study builds upon and extends William Caplin’s theory of formal functions.
It does so by adding three main analytical tools to Caplin’s framework: 1) a conception of
a unit’s form-functional efficiency that enables its precise measurement, 2) a quantitative
theory of a formal unit’s tonal stability as expressed by its harmonic progression, and 3) a
quantitative theory of a formal unit’s symmetry of grouping structure.
This methodology reveals the dominant design tendencies of Mendelssohn’s
small ternary organization in Op. 19. First, he favors a tighter, or more stable, exposition
than contrasting middle 42.9% of the time. Next, 50% of the time, Mendelssohn crafts a
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tighter exposition than recapitulation. Finally, he designs a looser, or less stable,
contrasting middle than recapitulation 42.9% of the time.
In this paper, I also examine Mendelssohn’s small ternary practice in relation to
Caplin’s classical model of small ternary organization. The organization of Op. 19/2 and
three factors—cadential design, thematic design, and grouping-structure symmetry—
feature a relatively high frequency of conformity to Caplin’s model; the other pieces, the
other factors, and the composite sectional relationships do not.
Beyond contributing to an understanding of Mendelssohn’s small ternary
organization in Op. 19, one can use the quantitative framework I present in this paper to
enhance an understanding of other musical phenomena, including the evaluation of other
composers’ formal units and the larger forms that they constitute.
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1
INTRODUCTION
While descriptive music-analytical models afford interpretive flexibility, a wellconceived quantitative framework provides four principal benefits that enhance an
understanding of musical phenomena. First, while descriptive analyses use words to
communicate the nature of musical phenomena, a quantitative model can directly
measure the magnitude of a phenomenon with respect to some attribute, which results in
a more precise analytical statement.1 Second, while descriptive models employ relative
assessments using comparatives and superlatives—e.g., x is more stable/less stable than
y; x is the most stable/least stable among x, y, and z—there is no capacity to determine
the precise degree of similarity or difference between phenomena. Third, descriptive
observations can promote the understanding of a particular phenomenon or relationship
between phenomena, but, due to their non-numerical character, they do not facilitate the
statistical analysis of numerous phenomenal instances or relationships, which can reveal
broader constructive patterns. Fourth, also due to their non-numerical character,
descriptive observations are not easily represented in visual data formats such as charts,
which can aid in the detection and communication of design tendencies.
In this study I propose a quantitative framework for formal unit analysis and
utilize it to gain insights into Felix Mendelssohn’s small ternary forms in Songs Without
Words, Op. 19. The conceptions and procedures that I present enable the following: 1)
the precise measurement of numerous musical phenomena that are customarily evaluated
using qualitative methods alone, 2) the accurate comparison of numerous phenomena
1

For examples of descriptive analyses pertinent to this study, see the organizational
discussions of Examples 6.1, 6.3, 6.4, and 6.6 in William E. Caplin, Classical form: a
theory of formal functions for the instrumental music of Haydn, Mozart, and Beethoven
(New York: Oxford University Press, 1998), 85–86.
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including the precise measurement of their degree of similarity or difference, and 3) the
use of statistical procedures to evaluate phenomena and phenomenal relationships in
detail and across multiple instances, which, with the assistance of visual data formats, can
reveal design tendencies and communicate them to the reader.
This paper’s quantitative framework builds on four main aspects of William
Caplin’s thought: 1) his identification of formal functions and the formal units through
which they are expressed at multiple hierarchical levels of a work, 2) his organizational
conception of a formal unit and the identification of a unit’s constituent factors, 3) his
organizational conceptions of the cadential- and thematic-design factors, and 4) his
conception of the small ternary, specifically that the form consists of three sections that
express the formal functions of exposition, contrasting middle, and recapitulation.
To enable the quantitative framework, I will present the following conceptions
and procedures. First, with respect to the evaluation of a formal unit, I will modify
Caplin’s organizational conception of tonality, what I refer to as the tonal-design factor.
Second, I will propose a quantitative theory of a formal unit’s tonal stability, as expressed
by its harmonic progression. Third, I will establish a conception of form-functional
efficiency that builds upon Caplin’s framework, but which can be expressed
mathematically, enabling a precise evaluation of a unit’s form-functional efficiency
relative to its size. Fourth, I will propose a theory of grouping-structure symmetry, which
can be expressed mathematically. Fifth, I will create a way to express all descriptive
analytical observations as quantitative values with respect to the organizational factors of
a formal unit. Lastly, I will propose systematic procedures for quantitatively evaluating
formal units in general and, more specifically, the small ternary section, with respect to
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the organization of their individual factors and the composite interaction of multiple
factors. Addressing these matters will allow for a quantitative analysis of Mendelssohn’s
small ternary forms in Songs Without Words, Op. 19.
In Chapter 1, I review the literature that is relevant to this study. Then, I describe
the pertinent aspects of Caplin’s theory of formal functions. Next, I describe my
analytical framework for the quantitative evaluation of a formal unit, regardless of size,
with respect to six organizational factors. These are: 1) tonal design, 2) cadential design,
3) tonal stability, 4) thematic design, 5) form-functional efficiency, and 6) groupingstructure symmetry. In the course of presenting this framework, I identify the elements
that I borrow from Caplin’s conception, the elements of Caplin’s conception that I
modify, and the new elements that I introduce. Next, I describe Caplin’s form-functional
conception of the small ternary and the quantitative procedures I employ in order to
evaluate the form with respect to six factors. Finally, I describe Caplin’s classical model
of small ternary organization, which, in the course of this study, I compare to
Mendelssohn’s small ternary practice in Songs Without Words, Op. 19.
In Chapter 2, I present a detailed investigation of the small-ternary pieces of
Mendelssohn’s Songs Without Words, Op. 19, with respect to six organizational factors.
For each piece, I prepare tables of Mendelssohn’s sectional relationships as generated by
the factors, which include the frequency of occurrence of each relationship. For each
piece, I also evaluate the frequency of conformity of Mendelssohn’s sectional
relationships to Caplin’s classical model of small ternary organization.
In Chapter 3, I present an inter-compositional analysis of Mendelssohn’s small
ternary forms in Songs Without Words, Op. 19, which includes a discussion of the
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following: 1) tables indicating the frequency of occurrence for each sectional relationship
with respect to each factor, 2) charts illustrating the specific and average realization of
each factor, 3) tables indicating each factor’s frequency of conformity to Caplin’s
classical model of small ternary organization, 4) a table indicating the sectional
relationships’ frequency of occurrence with respect to an equal-weighted evaluation of all
factors, and 5) a table indicating the conformity-frequency of Mendelssohn’s sectional
relationships—which is based on an equal-weighted evaluation of all factors—to Caplin’s
classical model of small ternary organization.
Without a quantitative assessment of a unit’s factors, an understanding of a formal
unit’s organization remains incomplete. Moreover, it is impossible to accurately evaluate
the organization of larger forms without a more comprehensive understanding of their
constituent units. In this paper, I propose various conceptions and procedures in order to
gain insights into Mendelssohn’s small-ternary practice in Songs Without Words, Op. 19.
More broadly, the quantitative analytical framework that informs this study can be used
to evaluate the organization of other composers’ units and the larger forms to which they
contribute.

5
CHAPTER 1: THE ANALYTICAL FRAMEWORK

1.1 Literature Review
Various scholars have dealt with form in Songs Without Words, Mendelssohn’s
eight-volume collection of six piano pieces each. Hans and Louise Tischler posit a
structural definition of the genre: “The Song Without Words, then, is a short piano piece
in three-part (rarely expanded) song form.”1 Before evaluating whether this definition is
true with regards to Op. 19, it is important to note that “three-part song form” is another
term for “small ternary form,” as Arnold Schoenberg has noted.2 While the Tischlers’
definition is true for the first four pieces of Op. 19, the analytical objects of this study,
their conception does not account for Nos. 5 and 6 of Op. 19, which Mendelssohn molds
in sonata form and the small binary, respectively.
Glenn Stanley’s survey on Mendelssohn’s keyboard music draws attention to
common characteristics among the Songs Without Words and the relationship between
pieces within a particular volume. He observes: “Several pieces begin and end with
identical or similar music that is clearly set off from the ‘song’ itself and functions as
introduction and postlude.”3 Among this group, Stanley includes Op. 19, No. 4. He also
links this A-major piece to the preceding work in the volume, which is also in A major
but with a contrasting character, which he describes as “evocative of the hunt or a fast
horse-ride”: “the beginning of the ‘solo part’ [of No. 4] cites the characteristic horn call
1

Hans Tischler and Louise H. Tischler, “Mendelssohn’s ‘Songs without Words,’” The
Musical Quarterly 33, no. 1 (January 1947): 9.
2
Arnold Schoenberg, Fundamentals of Musical Composition, ed. Gerald Strang and
Leonard Stein (New York: St Martin’s Press, 1967), 119.
3
Glenn Stanley, “The music for keyboard,” in The Cambridge Companion to
Mendelssohn, ed. Peter Mercer-Taylor (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2004),
153.
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material of its predecessor, as if the thrill of the experience of the former song is distilled
through the filter of its memory in the latter and becomes sentimental.”4
In addition to these surveys, there are a number of Schenkerian studies of
individual pieces from Mendelssohn’s Songs Without Words. Schenker himself uses
passages from Op. 30/6 and 62/6 to illustrate his foreground concepts of “ascending
register transfer,” “coupling,” “addition of a root,” and “reinterpretation of metric
values.”5 Carl Schachter explores the conflict between the notated meter and the rhythmic
emphases of the phrase initiations in Op. 104, No. 4.6 Schachter also suggests that the
series of transient resolutions until the final cadence in Op. 62/1, effected in part by the
paucity of the root-position tonic triad, embodies Schopenhauer’s aesthetic philosophy.7
Despite these analyses, there are no Caplin-informed examinations of
Mendelssohn’s small ternary forms in his Songs Without Words and specifically those of
Op. 19. One possible reason for this gap is the dearth of Caplin-influenced studies of
Mendelssohn’s music in general. However, there are two notable exceptions. First, Janet
Schmalfeldt, whom Caplin credits with providing “considerable stimulus and
encouragement” in the development of his form-functional theory, has contributed
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Stanley, “The music for keyboard,” 154. The hunting-song interpretation of Op. 19/3 is
seconded by R. Larry Todd in “Mendelssohn’s Lieder ohne Worte and the Limits of
Musical Expression,” in Mendelssohn Perspectives, ed. Nicole Grimes and Angela R.
Mace (Farnham: Ashgate, 2012), 204.
5
Heinrich Schenker, Free Composition: Volume III of New Musical Theories and
Fantasies = Der Freie Satz (Hillsdale, NY: Pendragon Press, 2001), 85–126. For Op.
30/6, see Figures 106:3c, 108:3, and 112:2; for Op. 62/6, see figure 149:1–2.
6
Carl Schachter, “Rhythm and Linear Analysis: Aspects of Meter,” The Music Forum 6,
no. 1 (January 1, 1987): 53–58.
7
Carl Schachter, “The Triad as Place and Action,” Music Theory Spectrum: The Journal
of the Society for Music Theory 17, no. 2 (January 1, 1995): 152–158.
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analyses of Mendelssohn’s Octet Op. 20 and Piano Trio Op. 49.8 Second, Julian Horton
has examined the first movement of Mendelssohn’s Piano Concerto Op. 25 in the course
of a broader investigation of the Postclassical piano concerto.9
A second possible reason is that Caplin-influenced studies have focused on
theme-types other than the small ternary, disproportionately favoring the sentence. Two
Classical-Era studies of sentences include the following. First, Mark Richards redefines
the sentence into a more all-encompassing gesture; he then proposes a typology based on
this expanded definition. 10 Second, Matthew Riley examines Haydn’s occasional
omission of continuation function from his sentences using the first movements of the
following works as representative examples: Symphony No. 85, Sonata Hob. XVI: 21,
and Sonata Hob. XVI: 49.11
A number of Postclassical-Era studies informed by Caplin’s theory have also
investigated the sentence. First, Stephen Rodgers examines the sentence theme-type in
vocal music, specifically in Schubert’s song cycle Die schöne Müllerin, with a particular
emphasis on the relationship between text and phrase structure.12 Nathan Martin explores
the devices that contribute to the fragmentary effect of Schumann’s song “Im
8

Janet Schmalfeldt, “Mendelssohn the ‘Mozartean,’” in In the Process of Becoming:
Analytic and Philosophical Perspectives on Form in Early Nineteenth-Century Music
(New York: Oxford University Press, 2011), 159–194. For Caplin’s acknowledgment of
Schmalfeldt’s contribution to his theory, see the Preface to Caplin, Classical Form.
9
Julian Horton, “Formal Type and Formal Function in the Postclassical Piano Concerto,”
in Formal Functions in Perspective: Essays on Musical Form from Haydn to Adorno, ed.
Steven Vande Moortele, Julie Pedneault-Deslauriers, and Nathan John Martin
(Rochester: University of Rochester Press, 2015), 107–110.
10
Mark Richards, “Viennese Classicism and the Sentential Idea: Broadening the
Sentence Paradigm,” Theory and Practice 36 (2011): 180–224.
11
Matthew Riley, “Haydn’s Missing Middles,” Music Analysis 30, no. 1 (March 2011):
37–57.
12
Stephen Rodgers, “Sentences with Words: Text and Theme-Type in Die schöne
Müllerin,” Music Theory Spectrum 36, no. 1 (2014): 58–85.
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wunderschönen Monat Mai” from Dichterliebe, which include harmonic procedures and
aspects of sentential construction.13 He first isolates these elements in Schumann’s other
works and then evaluates their combination in the song.
Matthew BaileyShea also examines the sentence theme-type across multiple
studies. First, he examines Wagner’s sentences in his Post-Lohengrin operas and posits
three dramatic categories as representative of the composer’s practice. 14 Next, in
“Beyond the Beethoven Model: Sentence Types and Limits,” BaileyShea argues that
sentential practice arises from a common compositional impulse despite the variety of
types.15 He further argues that analysis of the theme-type should not privilege as a model
the initial sentence of Beethoven’s Piano Sonata in F minor, Op. 2/1, which Caplin does
in Classical Form.16 Drawing from a wide repertoire, BaileyShea formulates a typology
of common sentences and discusses the limits of the theme-type.
Steven Vande Moortele examines the sentence as well, specifically its
manifestation in Liszt’s symphonic poems.17 In addition to providing a comprehensive
account of how the sentence functions, Vande Moortele develops a typology. Vande
Moortele’s presentation of some analytical results in a quantitative format is particularly

13

Nathan Martin, “Schumann’s Fragment,” Indiana Theory Review 28, no. 1–2 (March
2010): 85–109.
14
Matthew BaileyShea, “Wagner’s Loosely Knit Sentences and the Drama of Musical
Form,” Intégral 16/17 (2002/2003): 1–34. For an expansion of these ideas, consult
Matthew BaileyShea, “The Wagnerian Satz: The Rhetoric of the Sentence in Wagner’s
Post-Lohengrin Operas” (PhD diss., Yale University, 2003).
15
Matthew BaileyShea, “Beyond the Beethoven Model: Sentence Types and Limits,”
Current Musicology, no. 77 (Spring 2004): 5–33.
16
Caplin, Classical Form, 9–10. Arnold Schoenberg also discusses the Beethoven
example in Fundamentals of Musical Composition, 22–23.
17
Steven Vande Moortele, “Sentences, Sentence Chains, and Sentence Replication: Intraand Interthematic Formal Functions in Liszt’s Weimar Symphonic Poems,” Intégral 25
(2011): 121–158.
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relevant to my study, specifically those presented as percentages that express the
occurrence-frequency of various sentential phenomena.18
Caplin-informed scholars have also examined the sentence theme-type in
twentieth-century repertoire. First, Per Broman has investigated Bartók’s sentences in
multiple works.19 His study, however, does not restrict itself to the sentence theme-type;
Broman also examines Bartók’s periods and hybrid themes. Next, Michael Callahan has
evaluated the sentence theme-type in American popular songs, specifically in those of
Gershwin, Kern, Loewe, Porter, and Rodgers.20 Callahan examines the sentence in terms
of musical and lyrical content, which results in a typology of four basic designs, or
Sentential Lyric-Types. Like the Vande Moortele study, Callahan presents some
analytical results in the quantitative format of percentages: specifically, the frequency of
sentential occurrence in the composers’ surveyed body of songs.21
There is a third possible reason for the absence of Caplin-influenced studies
concerning Mendelssohn’s small ternary forms in Songs Without Words. With respect to
Caplin’s theory, the small ternary form has generally been examined as a theme-type
within a larger movement, not as a structural model of an independent work, which is the
case in the first four pieces of Songs Without Words, Op. 19. For example, in Caplin’s
chapter on small ternary form in Classical Form, none of the examples feature the form

18

Vande Moortele, “Sentences, Sentence Chains, and Sentence Replication,” 132–137.
See Figures 2 and 3.
19
Per Broman, “In Beethoven’s and Wagner’s Footsteps: Phrase Structures and
‘Satzketten’ in the Instrumental Music of Béla Bartók,” Studia Musicologica 48, no. 1/2
(March 2007): 113–131.
20
Michael R. Callahan, “Sentential Lyric-Types in the Great American Songbook,”
Music Theory Online 19, no. 3 (September 2013).
21
See passage 2.1 and Corpus Distribution by Composer (Figure 1) in Callahan,
“Sentential Lyric-Types in the Great American Songbook.”
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as the model for an independent piece or movement. Instead, all eleven examples feature
the use of small ternary form as a theme-type within a larger movement. However, that
the small ternary form can be used to structure an independent piece is a possibility
mentioned by Schoenberg.22
Nathan Martin offers a notable exception to this trend of examining the small
ternary solely in the context of larger movements. First, he points to Schumann’s
example: “Schumann’s songs and piano miniatures are generally exhausted, in their
formal organization, by a single theme-type—most commonly, the small ternary—and so
formal analysis must accordingly proceed at the intra-thematic level.”23 Furthermore,
Martin’s form-functional study of Haydn’s operas does indeed examine the small ternary
as the formal model of an independent piece, specifically an operatic number. 24 In
addition to discussing examples in Haydn’s operatic writing of the eight-measure
sentence, eight-measure period, and eight-measure hybrid, he provides examples of
independent numbers structured as small binary, small ternary, and sonata forms.
Furthermore, he states unequivocally: “the small binary and small ternary can stand as
complete forms.”25 Finally, his essay on Haydn’s operatic writing explores tensions
between small ternary and sonata interpretations.
My study, then, addresses the need for a detailed investigation of Mendelssohn’s
Songs Without Words, Op. 19 that is informed by Caplin’s theory of formal functions.
This paper aims to rectify the relative dearth of Caplin-informed scholarship that

22

Arnold Schoenberg, Fundamentals of Musical Composition, 119.
Nathan Martin, “Schumann’s Fragment,” 86n.5.
24
Nathan Martin, “Formenlehre Goes to the Opera: Examples from Armida and
Elsewhere,” Studia Musicologica 51, no. 3/4 (September 2010): 393–395.
25
Ibid., 392.
23
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examines the small ternary form, particularly as the structural basis for independent
pieces. Finally, the paper employs systematic, quantitative procedures in order to reveal
Mendelssohn’s organizational tendencies in the small ternary forms of Op. 19.

1.2 Caplin’s Theory of Formal Functions
The centerpiece of Caplin’s theory, expressed in Classical Form: A Theory of
Formal Functions for the Instrumental Music of Haydn, Mozart, and Beethoven (1998),
is his conception of formal functions and formal units. Caplin defines a formal function
as “the specific role played by a particular musical passage in the formal organization of
a work. It generally expresses a temporal sense of beginning, middle, end, before-thebeginning, or after-the-end. More specifically, it can express a wide variety of formal
characteristics and relationships.”26 A formal function, in Caplin’s view, is distinguished
from a formal unit, which is “a general term for any self-contained ‘chunk’ of music,
embracing its complete melodic, harmonic, rhythmic, and textural content.” 27 A
composer, then, employs units of various sizes in order to express formal functions, or
senses of temporal position, as a work unfolds.
Given his conception of the relationship between formal function and formal unit,
Caplin conceives of three broad categories in order to distinguish the various temporal
senses, regardless of the hierarchical unit-level in which they are expressed: 1) an
initiating function expresses the sense of being at the beginning of a musical process, 2) a
medial function expresses the sense of being in the middle of a musical process, and 3) a
concluding function expresses the sense of being at the end of a musical process.
26
27

Caplin, Classical Form, 254–55.
Ibid., 258.
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Furthermore, Caplin identifies a category of formal functions, what he refers to as
framing functions, that exist outside of a formal unit’s structural boundaries. Framing
functions can express two temporal states: 1) the sense of being before-the-beginning of a
musical process, and 2) the sense of being after-the-end of a musical process.

1.3 On the Evaluation of a Formal Unit’s Organization
The terms “tight-knit” and “loose” are crucial to Caplin’s conception of formal
organization. However, he inherits these metaphors from Arnold Schoenberg, who refers
to these categories as “stable, solid forms and loose construction,” respectively.28 For
Caplin, the meaning of these metaphors is as follows: “tight-knit organization promotes
structural stability, while loose organization promotes structural instability.”29
An organizational assessment of the small ternary, or any form for that matter,
requires an understanding of all constituent units, regardless of size. Caplin presents his
conception of a formal unit’s organization in Chapter 6 of Classical Form. First, a formal
unit of any size or function can be characterized by the nature of its organization. Second,
a formal unit’s organization results from the interaction of its parameters, which include
the following: tonality, cadence, harmony, grouping structure, functional efficiency, and
formal conventionality.30 Third, these aspects, or factors, of a formal unit themselves

28

Arnold Schoenberg, Fundamentals of Musical Composition, 214.
William E. Caplin, Analyzing Classical Form: An Approach for the Classroom (New
York: Oxford University Press, 2013), 203.
30
Caplin, Classical Form, 84–85. Caplin also identifies motivic uniformity as an
organizational parameter of a formal unit. This factor resists a quantitative analysis at the
present time due to the virtually limitless possible interpretations of motivic relationships
in even a simple musical texture. However, I hope to revisit this complex problem in a
later study.
29
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exhibit a range of organizational possibilities, which Caplin locates on a metaphorical
tight-knit/loose spectrum.
As discussed previously, Caplin generally conceives of tight-knit and loose
organization as reflective of structural stability and instability, respectively. This general
conception takes on more specifics when applied to various parameters of a formal unit:
Tight-knit organization is characterized by harmonic-tonal stability, cadential
confirmation, unity of melodic-motivic material, efficiency of functional expression, and
symmetrical phrase groupings. Loose organization is characterized by harmonic-tonal
instability, evasion or omission of cadence, diversity of melodic-motivic material,
inefficiency or ambiguity of functional expression, and asymmetrical phrase groupings
(arising through extensions, expansions, compressions, and interpolations).31

Though he omits an organizational characterization of the formal-conventionality factor
in this passage, elsewhere he posits that “conventional theme-types” are tight-knit in
contrast to “non-conventional thematic structures,” which are loose.32 The metaphors of
tight-knit and loose, then, serve for Caplin as polar boundaries of a set of organizational
possibilities in which each musical factor participates.

1.3.1 Tonal Design of a Formal Unit
Caplin conceives of tonality (which I refer to as “tonal design”) as one factor of a
formal unit’s organization. He expresses his organizational conception in the following
manner: “From the point of view of tonality, a unit is most tightly knit if it begins and
ends in the home key. It is less tightly knit if it opens and closes in a subordinate key. An
even looser expression is achieved if a unit modulates.”33

31

Caplin, Classical Form, 17.
Ibid., 255–7. See Caplin’s definitions of “tight knit” and “loose.”
33
Ibid., 84.
32
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At first glance, then, Caplin identifies and arranges the three tonal-design states of
his organizational spectrum based on the nature of a formal unit’s beginning and ending
keys and their relationship. However, Caplin’s conception of tonal design is problematic
due to his mixture of notions of tonal trajectory and cadence, specifically his use of the
term modulation in his description of the third design state.
Modulation, for Caplin, is “the process of changing tonal focus so that a new
tonic, confirmed as such by cadential function, is perceived to displace the previous
tonic.”34 For Caplin, then, the requisite condition for a modulation is a cadence, which
confirms the move from one tonal center to another. Accounting for his definition of
modulation, Caplin’s three organizational possibilities of tonal design, arranged from
tight-knit to loose, can be rewritten as follows: 1) a unit begins and ends in the home key,
2) a unit begins and ends in a subordinate key, and 3) a unit begins in one key and
cadences in another (i.e., a unit “modulates”).
Without a conception of tonal design that remains separate from that of cadential
design, one cannot properly evaluate a formal unit that features a shift of tonal center but
lacks a cadence. This is particularly relevant with respect to an analysis of the small
ternary form and its broadest units: the exposition, or A section; the contrasting middle,
or B section; and the recapitulation, or A’ section. For example, it is impossible to
accurately evaluate a small-ternary contrasting middle that features a dominant arrival in
lieu of a concluding cadence, a possibility Caplin mentions. If only a cadence can
determine a change of key, as Caplin argues, must we analyze the return of the
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exposition’s basic idea in the subsequent recapitulation as beginning, not in the home
key, but in the last key of the contrasting middle that received cadential confirmation?
In addition, if the contrasting middle lacks a cadence and instead consists entirely
of a standing on the dominant passage, which Caplin also mentions as a design
possibility, must we analyze the recapitulation as beginning in the last key of the
exposition? If the exposition happened to conclude with a cadence in the dominant, one
would be forced to analyze the recapitulation as beginning in the dominant until a homekey cadence proves otherwise. I hope it is clear to the reader that significant distortions of
a composer’s tonal design can result from an analytical perspective that requires a
cadence for the establishment of a key.
To this dilemma, I propose the following solution: that tonal design be assessed
independently of cadential design, which is, after all, one of Caplin’s other organizational
factors. To achieve this, the notion of modulation, which, according to Caplin, requires
cadential confirmation, must not be considered when evaluating the tonal design of a
formal unit. Instead, one transforms Caplin’s three tonal-design states into the following
spectrum (once again arranged from tight-knit to loose): 1) a unit begins and ends in the
home key, 2) a unit begins and ends in a subordinate key, and 3) a unit begins in one key
and ends in another (N.B., the italicized passage replaces the term “modulates”).
The benefits of removing cadence from an assessment of tonal design are
numerous. First, one can evaluate the tonal design of all units, regardless of size,
including those that feature a shift of tonal center but lack a cadence. Next, one can assess
cadential design, one of Caplin’s organizational factors, independently from tonal design.
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Finally, one can employ an independent analysis of cadential design to gain insights into
which keys a composer emphasizes with cadential treatment.
Caplin’s organizational categories are descriptive in nature, though. They could
be more precise if they used a quantitative approach, when appropriate. To enable data
visualization by means of charts and data manipulation, particularly the employment of
statistical procedures, I propose the following conversion of Caplin’s descriptive states of
tonal design into quantitative values, which incorporates the conceptual modification
mentioned above:
•
•
•

a formal unit that begins and ends in the home key = 1
a formal unit that begins and ends in a subordinate key = 2
a formal unit that begins in one key and ends in another = 3

These numerical values can be understood as a quantitative measurement of the
looseness, or instability, of the formal unit’s tonal design: the greater the value, the more
loosely knit the tonal design. Conversely, a lesser value reflects a tighter, or more stable,
design.
Given this quantitative transformation, the resulting procedure for analyzing a
formal unit’s tonal design is as follows: 1) identify the beginning and ending keys of the
formal unit in question without regards to the presence or absence of a cadence, as per the
discussion above, 2) locate the tonal design on Caplin’s descriptive organizational
spectrum, which incorporates my conceptual modification of the most loosely knit design
state, i.e., a unit that begins in one key and ends in another, and 3) convert the descriptive
tonal design state into its equivalent quantitative value as given above.
For example, the exposition of Mendelssohn’s Op. 19/1 consists of a simple
period, which begins in E major and concludes in B major (see Example 1). One
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Example 1 Mendelssohn, Songs Without Words, Op. 19, No. 1, measures 1–15
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Example 1 Continued

classifies the period, then, in the tonal design category of a unit that begins in one key
and ends in another. Next, the descriptive design state is converted into the quantitative
value of 3, as described above.
Compare the exposition’s period with the recapitulation’s corresponding theme
that begins in measure 28 (see Example 2). Here the return of the exposition’s basic idea
commences a type-1 hybrid, which consists of an antecedent phrase followed by a
continuation phrase and its expanded repetition. In contrast to the exposition’s period, the
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Example 2 Mendelssohn, Songs Without Words, Op. 19, No. 1, measures 28–44
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Example 2 Continued

hybrid of the recapitulation begins and ends in the home key of E major. With respect to
their tonal designs, then, the period of the exposition is more loosely knit, or more
unstable, than the recapitulation’s hybrid, which is quantitatively reflected in their
respective organizational values of 3 and 1.

1.3.2 Cadential Design of a Formal Unit
In addition to tonal design, Caplin’s model regards cadence, what I refer to as
cadential design, as a factor of a formal unit’s organization. He expresses his conception
in the following manner:
The notion of “cadential weight” correlates directly with the distinction between tight
knit and loose. Closing a unit with a perfect authentic cadence contributes to an overall
tight-knit expression; an imperfect authentic cadence makes for a less tightly knit unit;
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and a half cadence is responsible for a looser organization. The lack of cadential closure,
due to a premature dominant arrival, for example, results in a significantly looser form.35

Caplin posits, then, that one determines a formal unit’s organization with respect to the
cadential-design factor by the type of cadence, or lack of cadence, with which a unit
closes. Furthermore, he furnishes an organizational spectrum of cadential designs
arranged from tight-knit to loose, or stable to unstable: a perfect authentic cadence
(PAC), an imperfect authentic cadence (IAC), a half cadence (HC), and a lack of
cadence.
I propose the conversion of Caplin’s descriptive cadential-design states into the
following quantitative values, which are arranged from tight-knit to loose:
•
•
•
•

perfect authentic cadence = 1
imperfect authentic cadence = 2
half cadence = 3
lack of cadence = 4

These values provide a quantitative measurement of the looseness, or instability, of a
formal unit’s cadential design. A greater value reflects a more loosely knit cadential
organization; conversely, a lesser value represents a tighter, or more stable, design.
One employs the following procedure, then, in order to quantitatively evaluate the
cadential design of a formal unit. First, determine the nature of the formal unit’s cadential
design: specifically, whether the unit closes with a cadence and, if so, the cadence type.
Next, locate the design among Caplin’s descriptive categories of cadential organization.
Finally, convert the descriptive cadential design into its corresponding quantitative value.
To illustrate this procedure, let us revisit Mendelssohn’s Op. 19, No. 1. The
period of the exposition and the corresponding hybrid of the recapitulation conclude with
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perfect authentic cadences (see Examples 1 and 2). While both themes are broadly
equivalent with respect to their cadential-design, one can quantitatively investigate them
on a more detailed level.
The exposition’s period consists of an antecedent phrase and consequent phrase,
which terminate with a half cadence and perfect authentic cadence, respectively. The
type-1 hybrid of the recapitulation consists of three phrases: an antecedent phrase, a
continuation phrase, and its expanded repetition, which conclude with a half cadence, an
imperfect authentic cadence, and a perfect authentic cadence, respectively. Using the
quantitative table of cadential-design values proposed above, one can calculate the
average cadential-design of each theme’s constituents:
avg. cadential design of the period’s internal constituents =
avg. cadential design of the hybrid’s constituents =

HC + PAC 3 + 1
=
=2
2
2

HC + IAC + PAC 3 + 2 + 1
=
=2
3
3

Therefore, on the broader level of the theme and the more detailed level of the theme’s
constituent phrases, the cadential organization of the period and hybrid is equivalent.

1.3.3 Tonal Stability of a Formal Unit
Caplin conceives of a formal unit’s harmonic organization as follows:
The extent to which the underlying harmony of a given unit is functionally stable or
unstable affects its tight-knit or loose organization. Authentic cadential progressions and
tonic prolongational progressions have the most tightly knit harmonic expression,
whereas dominant prolongations create a looser expression. Sequential progressions also
are loose, especially to the extent that the individual links in the sequential chain of
chords are harmonically nonfunctional. The more a progression is chromatically altered,
the more tonally destabilizing it will be, and hence the looser it will become.36
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In this passage, Caplin posits two criteria for evaluating harmonic organization: 1) the
type of harmonic progression, and 2) the progression’s degree of chromatic alteration.
Caplin’s organizational table in Analyzing Classical Form provides additional
evidence of his organizational criteria. 37 With respect to his first criterion, the
progression-type, he posits the following spectrum, arranged from tight-knit to loose:
prolongation of I, prolongation of I6, prolongation of V, and sequential. Caplin’s
conception of a progression’s degree of chromatic alteration, his second criterion for
assessing the harmony factor, is expressed in the following spectrum, also arranged from
tight-knit to loose: diatonic, modal mixture, and chromatic.
Caplin’s criteria for evaluating a formal unit’s harmonic organization are
problematic for a number of reasons. With respect to the criterion of progression-type, it
is unclear how to evaluate many progression-types since Caplin does not account for
them. In the text from Classical Form quoted above, Caplin mentions the following
progression-types: authentic cadential, tonic prolongational, dominant prolongational,
and sequential. While his table in Analyzing Classical Form makes no mention of the
organizational quality of authentic cadential progressions, it does provide some additional
detail regarding tonic prolongational progressions: that a prolongation of I is more tightly
knit than that of I6. However, both text and table omit progression-types that Caplin has
defined elsewhere: 1) a half cadential progression, 2) a deceptive cadential progression,
and 3) an expanded cadential progression.
There are two additional difficulties regarding Caplin’s progression-type criterion.
First, his categories are too broad; Caplin provides no basis upon which to make finer
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distinctions between progressions of the same categories. For example, how does one
distinguish authentic cadential progressions that feature different proportions of tonic and
dominant functions, not to mention those of the pre-dominant? Second, Caplin’s
conception does not provide a basis with which to evaluate a harmonic progression that
combines elements of different types. For example, how would one evaluate a
progression that features a brief pedal point (prolongational), sequential treatment, and
cadential termination?
Next, Caplin’s degree-of-chromaticism criterion also poses difficulties. In the
table from Analyzing Classical Form mentioned above, Caplin’s organizational
distinction between diatonic (tight-knit) and modal mixture (less tightly knit) is
problematic, since neither causes a change of tonal center, i.e., increases tonal instability.
Caplin’s term “chromatic” is also too broad: he does not make a distinction
between chromaticism that causes a change of tonal center and chromaticism that does
not. For example, modulatory accidentals that generate a new dominant harmony must be
distinguished from ornamental accidentals, which result from purely linear, or melodic,
considerations and have no modulatory implications.
Overall, Caplin’s degree-of-chromaticism criterion is problematic, because it is
not the quantity of chromaticism that matters; it is the quality, specifically whether the
chromaticism has modulatory implications or not. The harmonic categories of his
organizational table do not reflect this fundamental distinction between modulatory
chromaticism and non-modulatory harmonic expression, whose manifestations include
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diatonicism, the non-modulatory chromaticism of modal mixture, and ornamental
chromaticism (purely melodic).38
To rectify this circumstance, I propose a theory of tonal stability as expressed by a
harmonic progression. I posit that the degree of a harmonic progression’s tonal stability is
the result of two phenomena: 1) the number of distinct tonal centers expressed by the
harmonic progression, what I have named the tonal sum, and 2) the number of times the
tonal center changes during the course of the harmonic progression, what I have named
the tonal delta. In this theory, parallel major and minor keys are conceived as modal
variants of the same tonal center (e.g., C major and C minor feature the same tonal center
of C).
I further propose that the degree of a harmonic progression’s tonal instability is
directly proportional both to the number of distinct tonal centers expressed, the tonal
sum, and to the number of times the tonal center changes during the course of the
progression, the tonal delta. A harmonic progression that features more than one distinct
tonal center—a tonal sum greater than 1—indicates some degree of tonal instability: the
more distinct tonal centers a progression expresses, the greater the degree of tonal
instability.
Likewise, a tonal delta of zero indicates the harmonic progression features only
one tonal center—i.e., there is no change of tonal center—which results in the greatest
degree of tonal stability. A non-zero tonal delta reflects some degree of tonal instability: a
greater tonal delta indicates more changes of tonal center, which results in a greater
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degree of tonal instability; a lesser tonal delta, on the contrary, indicates fewer changes of
tonal center, which results in a lesser degree of tonal instability.
The benefits of this theory of a harmonic progression’s tonal stability are
numerous. First, it distinguishes between diatonicism, modal mixture, and ornamental
chromaticism—none of which cause a change in a harmonic progression’s tonal center—
and modulatory chromaticism, which does cause a change in the tonal center. Second,
this conception identifies, names, and explains the impact of the two phenomena
responsible for a harmonic progression’s degree of tonal stability. Third, it begets
quantitative values that enable the precise evaluation of a harmonic progression’s degree
of tonal stability. Furthermore, these quantitative values enable data visualization and the
employment of data manipulation techniques, which include the use of statistics.
Based on this theory, I propose a systematic and quantitative procedure to
measure the two phenomena that engender a harmonic progression’s degree of tonal
stability. First, choose the harmonic progression to evaluate. The progression can be
expressed entirely within one formal unit, however large or small; it may also span
multiple formal units. Second, identify all harmonies in the progression and the tonal
centers from which they derive. Next, evaluate the tonal sum (i.e., the number of distinct
tonal centers expressed during the course of the harmonic progression). As a reminder,
one must not regard parallel major and minor keys to be distinct tonal centers; rather,
they are modal aspects of the same tonal center. Finally, evaluate the tonal delta (i.e., the
number of changes of tonal center expressed during the course of the harmonic
progression). When assessing a harmonic progression that spans multiple formal units, a
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tonal center that ends one formal unit and begins the next is not considered a change of
tonal center and thus is not counted twice.
For example, the exposition’s period in Op. 19/1 expresses four tonal centers by
means of harmonies drawn from the keys of E major, B major, F# major, and C# minor
(see Example 1). The type-1 hybrid of the recapitulation also features four tonal centers
with harmonies drawn from EM/m, F#m, BM/m, and AM (see Example 2). Therefore,
the tonal sum, or number of distinct tonal centers expressed, equals 4 for both themes,
which renders them equivalent with respect to the first phenomenon of tonal stability.
In order to illustrate the concept of tonal delta—the number of times the tonal
center changes during the course of a harmonic progression—consider again the
exposition’s period, whose harmonic progression expresses 8 changes of tonal center via
the following order of keys: E major, B major, F# major, E major, B major, F# major, B
major, C# minor, and B major. The corresponding hybrid of the recapitulation features a
more unstable tonal delta of 13, which is expressed by the following arrangement: EM–
BM–F#m–EM–BM/m–EM–BM/m–EM–BM–EM–AM–EM/m–F#m–EM.

Therefore,

with respect to the second phenomenon of tonal stability I have posited (a harmonic
progression’s tonal delta), the exposition’s period is more tonally stable than the
recapitulation’s hybrid. Furthermore, since both themes have an equal tonal sum of 4, the
tonal delta provides the means with which to distinguish their harmonic organizations:
one concludes that the hybrid is more tonally unstable than the period due to its more
numerous changes of tonal center.
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1.3.4 Thematic Design of a Formal Unit
Another factor that contributes to a formal unit’s organization is thematic design,
what Caplin refers to as formal conventionality.39 Caplin’s conception is as follows:
Conventional formal types (period, sentence, hybrid) are more tightly knit than
nonconventional designs. Among the conventional types, the period is the most tightly
knit; the sentence is the least tightly knit; and hybrids are more or less tightly knit to the
extent that they resemble the period or sentence.40

From tight-knit to loose, then, Caplin’s organizational spectrum consists of the following
thematic arrangement:
•
•
•
•

period
hybrid themes
sentence
nonconventional thematic designs
Independent of his discussion of formal conventionality, Caplin, in Chapter 5 of

Classical Form, posits a spectrum of thematic designs, in which he arranges hybrid
theme-types based on their resemblance to a period or a sentence. If one combines
Caplin’s broad organizational spectrum from Chapter 6 with this arrangement of
conventional theme-types based on likeness, one produces an expanded spectrum of
thematic designs, arranged from tight-knit to loose in the following order:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

39

period (antecedent + consequent)
hybrid theme 4 (compound basic idea + consequent)
hybrid theme 2 (antecedent + cadential)
hybrid theme 1 (antecedent + continuation)
hybrid theme 3 (compound basic idea + continuation)
sentence (presentation + continuation)
nonconventional thematic designs

This is Caplin’s term in Classical Form; however, he identifies this factor as “thematic
conventionality” in Analyzing Classical Form, 205.
40
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Again, Caplin’s thematic-design categories are descriptive rather than
quantitative. To facilitate the perception of relationships within the musical phenomena, I
propose the conversion of Caplin’s descriptive spectrum into a quantitative one, which is
arranged from tight-knit to loose in the following manner:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

period = 1
type-4 hybrid = 2
type-2 hybrid = 3
type-1 hybrid = 4
type-3 hybrid = 5
sentence = 6
nonconventional designs = 7
These values represent a quantitative measurement of the looseness, or instability,

of a formal unit’s thematic design. A greater value reflects a more loosely knit thematic
design; a smaller value indicates a tighter one. As stated previously, this conversion of
design states into quantitative values enables data visualization and data manipulation,
especially the utilization of statistical procedures.
One employs the following procedure, then, when evaluating a formal unit’s
thematic design. First, evaluate the formal functions and the units in which they are
expressed in order to determine the thematic design. For assistance with this
determination, the reader should consult my primer on Caplin’s theme-types in the
Appendix. Next, locate the design on Caplin’s descriptive spectrum. Finally, convert the
descriptive thematic design into its corresponding quantitative value.
For example, the exposition’s period in Op. 19/1 receives an organizational value
of 1 (see Example 1). In contrast, the corresponding theme in the recapitulation and the
contrasting middle’s theme are both type-1 hybrids: thus, they receive an organizational
value of 4 (see Examples 2 and 3, respectively). While the benefits of a quantitative
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approach are more apparent when dealing with a greater amount of data, this simple
example quantitatively illustrates that the thematic designs of the contrasting middle and
recapitulation, while organizationally equivalent to one another, are more unstable than
the tight knit, or stable, period of the exposition.

Example 3 Mendelssohn, Songs Without Words, Op. 19, No. 1, measures 15–28
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Example 3 Continued
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1.3.5 Form-Functional Efficiency of a Formal Unit
Caplin conceives of the functional-efficiency factor, what I refer to as formfunctional efficiency, in the following manner: “Formal units that express their
component functionality in an efficient manner are more tightly knit than are those whose
functions obtain a degree of redundancy through repetitions, extensions, expansions, and
interpolations. An ambiguity of formal function, of course, also gives rise to a looser
organization.”41 Before one can evaluate whether a formal unit displays efficiency in its
form-functional expression, one must be familiar with Caplin’s inventory of formal
functions and the units in which a composer expresses them.
In Classical Form, Caplin has identified numerous formal functions and the units
in which they are expressed. Formal functions that are expressed at the unit-level of the
eight-measure theme include the following:
•
•
•
•

antecedent (in the large, or eight-measure,
period)
consequent (in the large, or eight-measure,
period)
presentation (in the large, or eight-measure,
sentence)
the fusion of continuation and cadential
continuation unit of the compound sentence)

antecedent unit of the compound
consequent unit of the compound
presentation unit of the compound
(in the large, or eight-measure,

Next, the following are formal functions that are expressed at the unit-level of the fourmeasure phrase:
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•
•
•
•
•
•

antecedent
consequent
presentation
cadential
fusion of continuation and cadential
compound basic idea

Finally, formal functions that are expressed at the unit-level of the two-measure idea
include the following:
•
•

basic idea
contrasting idea
Now that Caplin’s formal functions and their expressive units have been

identified, it is relevant to discuss the sources of inefficiency he mentions in the passage
quoted above: repetitions, extensions, expansions, and interpolations. Caplin defines
these terms in the following manner: 1) a repetition is “the immediate restatement of a
unit,” 2) an extension is “the addition of extra units of similar material in order to stretch
out a formal function in time,” 3) an expansion is “an internal lengthening of the
constituent members of a formal function,” and 4) an interpolation is “unrelated material
inserted between two logically succeeding functions.”42
There remains an unknown regarding Caplin’s conception: is form-functional
inefficiency proportional to the number of instances that feature redundancy or the
number of redundant measures? Nathan Martin argues that it is the number of instances
of form-functional redundancy that determines the degree of looseness: “In the most
general terms, a theme is tightly knit to the extent that it expresses each of its formal
functions with maximal efficiency; it is loosely knit in proportion to the number of form-
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functional redundancies and expansions that it contains.”43 He further identifies some
common instances of redundancy characteristic of subordinate themes: “The first is the
additional repetition of the basic idea, which extends the subordinate theme’s
presentation from four to six measures. A second, and especially characteristic feature is
the extension of cadential function through the reiteration of cadential units following
imperfect, deceptive, abandoned and evaded cadences.”44
A conception that form-functional inefficiency is proportional to the instances of
redundancy is problematic because it is based on the quantity of redundancies, not the
magnitude of the redundancy or redundancies, namely the number of redundant measures
of form-functional expression. For example, should an instance of expansion that doubles
the normative measure-length of a unit’s form-functional expression—i.e., a 100%
expansion—be considered as form-functionally inefficient as a unit that features an
instance of 5% expansion in measure-length for its form-functional expression?
A key to resolving the question of instances of redundancy versus number of
redundant measures is the formal process that Caplin does not mention in his discussion
of functional efficiency: that of compression. Compression, as defined by Caplin, is “an
internal shortening of the constituent members of a formal function.”45 Compression,
then, is the opposite of Caplin’s notion of expansion, which involves “an internal
lengthening of the constituent members of a formal function.”46 If expansion increases
form-functional inefficiency, then compression has the opposite effect, namely, it
increases form-functional efficiency. A unit, then, can feature hyper-, or above-normal,
43
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efficiency in the expression of its formal function(s), a possibility that Caplin does not
mention in his discussion.
For example, how would one evaluate a unit that features both an instance of
compression—internal shortening—and one of extension, or the addition of extra units?
Since there is one instance of both inefficiency and hyper-efficiency, do the instances
simply cancel each other out, resulting in a perfectly efficient unit? Surely one must
compare the magnitude of the compression to the magnitude of the extension in order to
determine whether there is a net increase or decrease in the number of measures required
for the unit’s expression of its formal function(s).
I propose instead that a unit’s degree of efficiency is a function of the unit’s
magnitude of realized form-functional expression relative to the unit’s magnitude of
model form-functional expression. Essentially, this conception regards form-functional
efficiency as a function of the number of measures of form-functional output in relation
to those of input.
The mathematical expression of this conception is as follows:

form functional efficiency =

model no. of measures of form functional expression
× 100
number of measures used

The implications of this mathematical expression are as follows: 1) if a composer
expresses a formal function using a unit, or group of units, which consists of an equal
number of measures as the function’s model expression, then the form-functional
efficiency is equal to 100%, 2) if a composer expresses a formal function using a unit, or
group of units, which consists of more measures than the function’s model expression,
then the form-functional efficiency is less than 100%, and 3) if a composer expresses a
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formal function using a unit, or group of units, which consists of fewer measures than the
function’s model expression, then the form-functional efficiency is greater than 100%.
My conception of form-functional efficiency provides numerous benefits. First,
this conception accounts for the efficiency of a unit relative to its model expression, i.e.
its normative measure-length. Second, it accounts for units that are less efficient than the
model and those that are more efficient (i.e., hyper-efficient). Lastly, the conception’s
mathematical expression begets quantitative values with which to precisely measure the
form-functional efficiency of any unit.
An example from Op. 19/1 illustrates the procedure for evaluating a unit’s formfunctional efficiency. The exposition’s period requires thirteen measures in order to
express its constituent formal functions of antecedent and consequent (see Example 1).
Since the model expression of a period’s constituent functions is eight measures, one
calculates the form-functional efficiency of Mendelssohn’s period as follows:
model no. of measures of form functional expression
× 100
no. of measures used
8
=
× 100 = 61.5%
13

form functional efficiency =

If one chose to investigate the functional efficiency of the period further, one can
trace the source of the inefficiency. While the first phrase of Mendelssohn’s period
expresses antecedent function in four measures, the second phrase requires nine measures
to express consequent function. One calculates the form-functional efficiency of the
antecedent and consequent phrases in the following manner:
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model no. of measures of form functional expression
× 100
no. of measures used
4
= × 100 = 100%
4

eff. of antecedent phrase =

model no. of measures of form functional expression
× 100
no. of measures used
4
= × 100 = 44.4%
9

eff. of consequent phrase =

Therefore, the calculations reveal that the source of the period’s inefficiency is not the
perfectly, or 100%, efficient antecedent phrase but that of the relatively inefficient
consequent. Furthermore, this example demonstrates that a theme’s form-functional
efficiency is not necessarily distributed uniformly among its constituent phrases.

1.3.6 Grouping-Structure Symmetry of a Formal Unit
Caplin identifies grouping structure, what I refer to as grouping-structure
symmetry, as another factor that contributes to a formal unit’s organization. Caplin
defines grouping structure as “the organization of discrete, perceptually significant time
spans (group, unit, part, section, etc.) at any or all hierarchical levels in a movement.”47
Caplin’s organizational conception of this factor, however, involves notions of symmetry:
Symmetrical grouping structures are relatively tight knit in formal organization.
Conversely, the more asymmetrical the grouping is, the looser the form will be.
Symmetries based exclusively on exponentials of two (e.g., 2 + 2, 4 + 4, 8 + 8, 16 + 16)
are more tightly knit than those based on three, five, and combinations of these with two
(e.g., 3 + 3, 5 + 5, 6 + 6).48

For Caplin, then, a symmetrical grouping structure consists of two equal-length
units. Arnold Schoenberg, whom Caplin credits as one of his “immediate sources of
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inspiration” for Classical Form, also shares this conception. 49 For Schoenberg:
“Symmetry is one of the simplest principles: to the right of the axis there is the same
thing (at equal distances, in equal amounts, etc.) as to the left of the axis.”50 Furthermore,
Schoenberg, like Caplin, provides a number of two-unit examples of symmetrical
grouping structures: 3 + 3, 5 + 5, and 6 + 6.51
Caplin’s quoted passage above also elucidates two principles of his organizational
view: 1) symmetrical grouping structures are more tight-knit than asymmetrical ones, and
2) some symmetrical grouping structures are more tight-knit than others depending upon
the quality of their constituent units’ measure-lengths. To understand Caplin’s conception
of an asymmetrical grouping structure, though, one must examine the organizational table
in Analyzing Classical Form, which furnishes an example: a formation that consists of
three units in the arrangement of 4 + 3 + 5.52
Caplin’s organizational conception of grouping structure is problematic for a
number of reasons. First, Caplin’s basis for distinguishing between different symmetrical
grouping structures is unclear. In the passage quoted above, he identifies a 4 + 4 grouping
structure as more tightly knit than a 6 + 6 formation. However, he also explicitly affirms
a directly proportional relationship between the degree of asymmetry and organizational
looseness: “the more asymmetrical, the looser the form.”53 Since, according to Caplin,
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grouping structures of 4 + 4 and 6 + 6 are both symmetrical, it not clear what
organizational criterion Caplin is using to distinguish them.
Caplin’s grouping-structure conception also lacks clarity regarding the basis for
assessing degrees of asymmetry. That he conceives of degrees of asymmetry is clear from
the quoted passage above: “the more asymmetrical the grouping is, the looser the form
will be.”54 The organizational table in Analyzing Classical Form, however, displays a gap
between symmetrical grouping structures (4 + 4 and 6 + 6) and an asymmetrical one (4 +
3 + 5).55 Since Caplin does not provide examples of two-unit grouping structures that
feature some degree of asymmetry, either in his textual description or his organizational
table, it is unknown to the reader what feature engenders various degrees of asymmetry in
such a structure.56
In this paper, I propose a different theory of grouping-structure symmetry. In this
conception, the source of asymmetry in a grouping structure is the constituents’ deviation
from a state of perfect symmetry with one another, namely, a state where the constituent
units or unit-groups feature equal measure-lengths.
The first principle of this conception is that grouping structures with two equallength units or unit-groups are perfectly symmetrical. In this, I am in agreement with
Caplin though he does not address the issue of unit-groups, which represents an
expansion of the framework. The conception’s second principle is that grouping
structures with an odd number of units or unit-groups are perfectly asymmetrical. Given
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Caplin’s example of an asymmetrical grouping structure (4 + 3 + 5), this seems to be his
conception as well, at least with respect to grouping structures of three constituent units.
It is unclear whether he would evaluate all grouping structures with an odd number of
units in the same manner, since he does not explicitly address grouping structures with
more than three units. The third principle: a single unit is neither symmetrical nor
asymmetrical. Whether Caplin would agree with this principle is unclear since he does
not explicitly address this circumstance.
Based on these principles, I posit the following conceptions. First, the state of
perfect symmetry in a grouping structure exists when the measure-lengths of the
constituent units or unit-groups are equal to their arithmetic mean. The mathematical
expression of this relationship is as follows:

mean =

no. of measures of first unit or unit group + no. of measures of second unit or unit group
2

The mean expresses the number of measures of which each unit or unit-group would
consist if they are perfectly symmetrical to one another.
Next, the source of asymmetry in a grouping structure is the constituent units’ or
unit-groups’ deviation from their state of perfect symmetry with one another (i.e., their
arithmetic mean). The following is the mathematical expression of this conception:

absolute deviation from the mean =

no. of measures of either unit or unit group
– mean of the two units or unit groups

Any absolute deviation indicates the presence of some degree of asymmetry between the
constituent units or unit-groups. A greater absolute deviation indicates that the formal
units are more dissimilar from one another in measure-length and, thus, the grouping
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structure is more asymmetrical. A lesser absolute deviation indicates that the formal units
are more similar to one another in measure length and, therefore, the grouping structure is
less asymmetrical.
It is worth noting that the expression above will always produce a positive value
for the absolute deviation despite the fact that one unit or unit-group will have a positive
deviation from the mean and the other a negative one. The only exception occurs when
the units’ or unit-groups’ absolute deviation from the mean equals 0, which expresses a
state of perfect symmetry.
Lastly, the degree of asymmetry in a grouping structure is equivalent to the
deviation of the constituent units or unit-groups from their state of perfect symmetry
relative to that length of symmetry. Mathematically, I have chosen to represent this
expression as a percentage:

relative deviation from the mean =

absolute deviation from the mean
× 100
mean

This expression enables the comparison of grouping structures’ degrees of asymmetry to
one another regardless of their respective sizes.
My basis, then, for the organizational differentiation of grouping structures is
their degree of asymmetry. In this, I accept the full implications of Caplin’s statement:
“the more asymmetrical the grouping is, the looser the form will be.” 57 However,
agreement with this element of Caplin’s conception forces my subsequent disagreement
with him: I assert that there is no organizational difference between symmetrical
grouping structures. Any grouping structure with equal-length constituents is equally
57
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tight-knit since the grouping structures are all perfectly symmetrical. Therefore, his
examples of symmetrical grouping structures—2 + 2, 3 + 3, 4 + 4, 5 + 5, 6 + 6, 8 + 8, and
16 + 16—are all equally tight-knit, or stable, in my conception.
The benefits of my conception of grouping-structure symmetry are numerous. The
framework accounts for the symmetry or degree of asymmetry between any units or unitgroups, regardless of their number or their dimensions. That this conception accounts for
groups of units in addition to single units allows for the evaluation of relationships at
multiple hierarchical levels. Finally, this conception begets an infinite continuum of
quantitative values that allow for data visualization and data manipulation, particularly
the utilization of statistical procedures.
I propose, then, the following procedure for systematically measuring the degree
of asymmetry in a grouping structure. First, determine the number of units or unit-groups
in the grouping structure. If there is an odd number of units or unit-groups, then the
grouping structure is 100% asymmetrical. However, if there is an even number of units or
unit-groups, evaluate the three mathematical expressions described above, which
produces the following values:
•
•
•

the mean
the absolute deviation from the mean
the relative deviation from the mean

The last value, the relative deviation from the mean, is a measurement of the grouping
structure’s degree of asymmetry, which accounts for the size of the constituent units or
unit-groups.
For example, the exposition’s period in Op. 19/1 features two constituent phrases,
which consist of four and nine measures respectively (see Example 1). In order to
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evaluate this grouping structure’s degree of asymmetry, one first calculates the mean,
which expresses the length of symmetry:
number of measures of first unit + number of measures of second unit
2
4+9
=
= 6.5 measures
2

mean =

Thus, each of the period’s constituent phrases would have to consist of 6.5 measures in
order to be perfectly symmetrical to one another.
Next, the source of asymmetry in the period’s grouping structure can be
determined by evaluating the absolute deviation from the mean:

absolute deviation from the mean =

number of measures of either formal unit
– mean of formal units

= 4 – 6.5 = 2.5 measures
Each of the period’s constituent phrases, then, differs from the state of perfect symmetry
by 2.5 measures.
However, in order to assess the degree of asymmetry in the period’s grouping
structure, one must calculate the relative deviation from the mean, which accounts for the
size of the constituent units:
absolute deviation from the mean
× 100
mean
2.5
=
× 100 = 38.5%
6.5

relative deviation from the mean =

Mendelssohn’s period, then, features a 38.5% degree of asymmetry.
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For the sake of comparison, it is worth mentioning that if this period consisted
instead of two phrases of 3 and 10 measures respectively—as opposed to Mendelssohn’s
phrases of 4 and 9 measures—the relative deviation from the mean would be greater,
specifically 53.8%, which would reflect a more asymmetrical grouping structure. If,
however, the phrases both consisted of 6.5 measures, the relative deviation from the mean
would equal 0%, which would reflect a perfectly symmetrical grouping structure.

1.4 On the Evaluation of Small Ternary Organization
In Classical Form, Caplin posits a form-functional conception of small ternary
form. For Caplin, the small ternary form consists of three units or sections, which can be
identified with letters or the formal function communicated. A composer expresses the
initiating formal function of exposition in the first unit, or A section. In the second unit,
or B section, a composer communicates the medial formal function of contrasting middle.
Finally, a composer expresses the concluding formal function of recapitulation in the
third unit, or A’ section.

1.4.1 Tonal Design in a Small Ternary Form
To assess tonal design in a small ternary form, first determine the beginning and
ending keys of each section. Next, compare each section’s tonal design. Often, this broad
comparison suffices to distinguish the sections from one another. However, if two
sections are similar in a broad sense—for example, if both sections begin and end in the
home key—then one can conduct a more detailed comparison of the sections by
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evaluating the tonal designs of their constituent units. To evaluate the average tonal
looseness of a section’s constituent units, perform the following calculation:

constituents’ avg. tonal looseness =

sum of constituents’ tonal looseness
number of constituents

For example, in Op. 19/4, all three sections begin and end in the home key of A
major. Each section, then, receives a tonal looseness value of 1, which indicates they all
feature the most tightly knit design. However, one can investigate the tonal design of the
constituent units for distinguishing features.
While the two phrases of the exposition and the single phrase of the recapitulation
begin and end in the home key, the two phrases of the contrasting middle begin in one
key and end in another (see Example 4). One calculates the average tonal looseness of the
B-section’s constituents in the following manner:
CONTRASTING MIDDLE
phrase from AM to EM + phrase from EM to AM 3 + 3
=
=3
2
2
In contrast, the average tonal looseness of the outer sections’ constituents is as follows:
EXPOSITION
phrase from AM to AM + phrase from AM to AM 1 + 1
=
=1
2
2
RECAPITULATION
phrase from AM to AM 1
= =1
1
1
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Therefore, at a more detailed level, the constituents of the contrasting middle feature a
more loosely knit, or unstable, tonal design than those of the exposition and
recapitulation.
Example 4 Mendelssohn, Songs Without Words, Op. 19, No. 4, measures 13–21

1.4.2 Cadential Design in a Small Ternary Form
To assess cadential design in a small ternary form, the first step is to evaluate
whether each section features a cadence and, if so, to determine its nature. The cadences
at the end of the exposition, contrasting middle, and recapitulation broadly determine
whether each section is tight-knit or loose.
If two sections are broadly similar, one can seek distinguishing features by
evaluating the average cadential looseness of the sections’ constituents:
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constituents’ average cadential looseness =

sum of constituents’ cadential looseness
number of constituents

When performing a cadential analysis of a section’s constituents, examine the
broadest units first. If necessary, proceed down to the four-measure level of the phrase,
whose representative units are defined by their cadential profile: phrases that feature
cadences

include

the

antecedent,

consequent,

continuation,

cadential,

and

continuation=>cadential; those that do not include the presentation and compound basic
idea.
In Op. 19/3, for example, the exposition and recapitulation end with perfect
authentic cadences. Broadly, then, the sections are equally tight-knit, or stable, with
respect to their cadential design. For each section, however, one can evaluate the
constituents’ average degree of cadential looseness. Since the exposition only consists of
a single theme, a type-4 hybrid, the cadential tightness of the section and its constituent
theme is equivalent:
EXPOSITION
Hybrid 4 ending with PAC 1
= =1
1
1
The recapitulation, in contrast, consists of two themes, which end with a half cadence and
perfect authentic cadence, respectively (see Example 5). One calculates the average
cadential looseness of the recapitulation’s constituent themes in the following manner:
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RECAPITULATION
Hybrid 4 ending with HC + Hybrid 3 ending with PAC 3 + 1
=
=2
2
2
Thus, at a more detailed level, the recapitulation’s constituent themes feature a greater
degree of cadential looseness than the single, tight-knit constituent of the exposition.
Example 5 Mendelssohn, Songs Without Words, Op. 19, No. 3, measures 49–end
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Example 5 Continued
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Example 5 Continued
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Example 5 Continued
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1.4.3 Tonal Stability in a Small Ternary Form
To evaluate tonal stability in a small ternary form, first determine the tonal sum—
the number of distinct tonal centers—expressed by each section’s harmonic progression.
Next, for the same sectional progressions, determine the tonal delta, or the number of
times the tonal center changes. Then compare the harmonic organization of the sections
using these two quantitative measurements of tonal stability. If two sections exhibit an
equivalent tonal stability with respect to their tonal sum and delta, one can calculate the
average tonal sum and delta of the sections’ constituents:

constituents’ average tonal sum =

sum of constituents’ tonal sum
number of constituents

constituents’ average tonal delta =

sum of constituents’ tonal delta
number of constituents

For example, in Op. 19/4, the contrasting middle and recapitulation feature an
equivalence with respect to tonal instability: the B and A’ sections migrate from AM–
EM–AM and AM–EM/m–AM, respectively. Thus, their harmonic progressions feature
two distinct tonal centers, tonal sum = 2, and two changes of tonal center, tonal delta = 2.
One can attempt to distinguish the sections by calculating the average tonal
instability of their constituent units. Example 6 displays the recapitulation, which consists
of a single phrase. As a result, the A’ section’s tonal sum and delta and those of its
constituent phrase are equivalent:
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RECAPITULATION
constituents’ avg. tonal sum =
=

constituents’ avg. tonal delta =
=

sum of constituents’ tonal sum
number of constituents
tonal sum of phrase 2
= =2
1
1
sum of constituents’ tonal delta
number of constituents
tonal delta of phrase 2
= =2
1
1

Example 6 Mendelssohn, Songs Without Words, Op. 19, No. 4, measures 21–26

The contrasting middle, however, consists of two phrases, which introduces the
possibility of a difference between the section’s parameters of tonal stability and those of
its constituent phrases (see Example 4). One calculates the average tonal sum and delta of
the B section’s constituents as follows:
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CONTRASTING MIDDLE
constituents’ avg. tonal sum =

sum of constituents’ tonal sum
number of constituents

tonal sum of phrase 1 + tonal sum of phrase 2
2
2+2
=
=2
2
=

constituents’ avg. tonal delta =

sum of constituents’ tonal delta
number of constituents

tonal delta of phrase 1 + tonal delta of phrase 2
2
1+1
=
=1
2
=

Thus, with respect to a more detailed examination of tonal stability, the above
calculations reveal that the recapitulation is slightly looser, or unstable, than the
contrasting middle due to the larger average tonal delta of the recapitulation’s
constituents. This greater instability is not surprising: the recapitulation, in a single
phrase, enacts the same tonal movement that occurs over two phrases in the contrasting
middle.

1.4.4 Thematic Design in a Small Ternary Form
To evaluate thematic design in a small ternary form, first determine the thematic
design of the three sections. For assistance with this determination, I have included a
primer on Caplin’s theme-types in the Appendix. Next, locate the design on Caplin’s
thematic spectrum. Then, convert the descriptive category into the appropriate
quantitative value. Finally, compare the sections’ organizational values of thematic
design.
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A difficulty arises, however, when one attempts to determine the organizational
value of a section with multiple thematic units. In order to surmount this challenge, I
propose the following expression, which calculates a section’s average thematic-design
value:

avg. thematic design value of a section =

sum of constituents’ thematic design values
number of constituents

For example, in Mendelssohn’s Op. 19/3, the recapitulation consists of two
thematic units: a type-4 hybrid and a type-3 hybrid (see Example 5). To compare this
section to the others, one must calculate the recapitulation’s average thematic-design
value:

avg. thematic design value of A’ section =

sum of constituents’ thematic design values
number of constituents

=

type 4 hybrid + type 3 hybrid 2 + 5
=
= 3.5
2
2

This calculation, then, generates a single organizational value for any section consisting
of multiple thematic units.

1.4.5 Form-Functional Efficiency in a Small Ternary Form
To evaluate form-functional efficiency in a small ternary form, first determine the
formal functions and units of each section’s thematic design. Next, calculate the formfunctional efficiency of each section’s thematic design as described previously. Lastly,
compare the form-functional efficiencies of the sections.
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One challenge in measuring efficiency arises if a section consists of multiple
themes. To address this situation, first calculate the form-functional efficiency of each
theme. Then calculate the average form-functional efficiency of the section:

avg. form functional efficiency of a section =

sum of constituents’ efficiencies
number of constituents

For example, the recapitulation of Op. 19/3 consists of two simple themes: a type4 hybrid—compound basic idea plus consequent—and a type-3 hybrid, which consists of
a compound basic idea followed by a continuation (see Example 5). Instead of a model
eight-measure expression, both themes inefficiently express their constituent functions to
varying degrees:
TYPE-4 HYBRID
model no. of measures of form functional expression
× 100
number of measures used
8
=
× 100 = 32.4%
24.667

form functional efficiency =

TYPE-3 HYBRID
model no. of measures of form functional expression
× 100
number of measures used
8
=
× 100 = 42.3%
18.916

form functional eff. =

Then, to compare the form-functional efficiency of the recapitulation to that of the
other sections, calculate the recapitulation’s average form-functional efficiency:
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avg. form functional eff. of A' =
=

sum of constituents’ efficiencies
number of constituents
hybrid 4 eff. + hybrid 3 eff. 32.4% + 42.3%
=
= 37.4%
2
2

The result is a single efficiency rating for the recapitulation of 37.4%, which enables the
section to be compared to the others.

1.4.6 Grouping-Structure Symmetry in a Small Ternary Form
To assess grouping-structure symmetry in a small ternary form, first evaluate the
degree of grouping-structure asymmetry in each section. Since different hierarchical unitlevels generally feature varying degrees of grouping-structure asymmetry, it is advisable
to assess the broadest unit-level that is comparable between sections. Once the unit-level
has been selected for evaluation, determine the number of units or unit-groups. A single
unit or unit-group is neither symmetrical nor asymmetrical. An odd number of units or
unit-groups exhibits a 100% degree of asymmetry. If there are two units or unit-groups,
then measure the degree of grouping-structure symmetry by employing the following
procedure: 1) calculate the symmetrical mean of the units or unit-groups, 2) evaluate the
units’ or unit-groups’ absolute deviation from the mean, and 3) calculate the units’ or
unit-groups’ relative deviation from the mean. For a more nuanced understanding, one
can examine the degree of grouping-structure asymmetry present in lower hierarchical
levels as well.
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For example, the exposition of Op. 19/2 consists of a compound period, which
features an 8-measure antecedent theme followed by a 21.33-measure consequent theme
(see Example 7). One calculates the degree of asymmetry between the antecedent and
consequent themes as follows:
no. of measures of 1st unit or unit group + no. of measures of 2nd unit or unit group
2
8 + 21.33
=
= 14.665 measures
2

mean =

absolute deviation from the mean =

no. of measures of either unit or unit group
– mean of the two units or unit groups

= 8 – 14.665 = – 6.665 = 6.665 measures
absolute deviation from the mean
× 100
mean
6.665
=
× 100 = 45.4%
14.665

relative deviation from the mean =

The exposition, then, features a 45.4% degree of asymmetry in its grouping structure with
respect to the unit-level of the simple, or eight-measure, theme.
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Example 7 Mendelssohn, Songs Without Words, Op. 19, No. 2, measures 1–32
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Example 7 Continued

To trace the source of inefficiency further, one can investigate the degree of
asymmetry between the constituent phrases of the respective themes. The antecedent
theme consists of a 4.33-measure antecedent phrase and 3.67-measure continuation while
the consequent theme features a 4.33-measure antecedent phrase followed by a 17measure continuation. One calculates the degree of asymmetry between the themes’
phrases in the following manner:
ANTECEDENT THEME
no. of measures of 1st unit or unit group + no. of measures of 2nd unit or unit group
2
4.33 + 3.67
=
= 4 measures
2

mean =

absolute deviation from the mean =

number of measures of either unit or unit group
– mean of the two units or unit groups

= 4.33 – 4 = .33 = .33 measures
absolute deviation from the mean
× 100
mean
.33
=
× 100 = 8.25%
4

relative deviation from the mean =
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CONSEQUENT THEME
no. of measures of 1st unit or unit group + no. of measures of 2nd unit or unit group
2
4.33 + 17
=
= 10.665 measures
2

mean =

absolute deviation from the mean =

no. of measures of either unit or unit group
– mean of the two units or unit groups

= 4.33 – 10.665 = – 6.335 = 6.335 measures
absolute deviation from the mean
× 100
mean
6.335
=
× 100 = 59.4%
10.665

relative deviation from the mean =

The calculations reveal the following observations. First, the grouping structure of
the antecedent theme is relatively symmetrical: the theme’s constituent phrases feature a
small relative deviation from the mean of 8.25%. Next, the grouping structure of the
consequent theme is relatively asymmetrical given its substantial relative deviation from
the mean of 59.4%. Therefore, one can trace the source of grouping-structure asymmetry
in the exposition’s compound period to the relatively asymmetrical phrases of the
consequent theme.

1.5 On the Composite Organization of a Formal Unit’s Factors
One of the analytical problems this study addresses is how to account for a formal
unit’s composite organization. Caplin is well aware of the challenge:
These criteria can obviously interact with one another in a wide variety of ways. At
times, they may work together to create an unequivocally tight knit or loose expression.
At other times, they may conflict with one another so that some factors contribute to a
tight-knit organization while others make for a looser one. The latter situation renders
comparison particularly difficult, and at times, it may not be possible to determine, say,
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which of two units is looser than the other, because different criteria are responsible for
the formal loosening.58

The procedures described in the previous sections enable the quantitative
evaluation of the organizational relationship between formal units of any size with
respect to their individual factors. This study further addresses the challenge, described
by Caplin in the passage above, of accounting for a formal unit’s composite organization,
which results from the net effect of multiple factors. In this study, I propose the following
procedure for evaluating and comparing the composite organization of formal units in
general and, specifically, small ternary sections: 1) with respect to each factor, tabulate
the occurrence of each organizational relationship between units, specifically small
ternary sections, and 2) perform an equal-weighted calculation of the frequency of
occurrence for each possible relationship. This procedure reveals the dominant
organizational relationship(s)—tighter, equivalent, or looser—between units or small
ternary sections. The frequency distribution also indicates other, less-represented
tendencies of organizational design.

1.6 Caplin’s Classical Model of Small Ternary Organization
After the organizational relationships between the small-ternary sections have
been quantitatively evaluated, one can assess whether Mendelssohn, in Op. 19, conforms
to or departs from Caplin’s classical model of small-ternary organization. According to
his model, the exposition is more tightly knit, or stable, than the contrasting middle. The
exposition’s organization is also tighter than that of the recapitulation, except when the
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outer sections share an identical construction (in this event, they are equally tight-knit).59
Since none of the small ternary pieces of Op. 19 feature identical expositions and
recapitulations, this study uniformly compares Mendelssohn’s practice to Caplin’s model
of a tighter exposition than recapitulation.
With respect to the organizational relationship between the contrasting middle and
recapitulation, Caplin is somewhat ambivalent: “In some cases it is possible to say with
some degree of certainty that one section is looser than the other. In many cases,
however, the comparison proves problematic.”60 However, in a small-ternary analysis of
the second-movement opening of Mozart’s String Quartet in D minor, K. 421, Caplin
posits a model featuring a looser contrasting middle than recapitulation. After comparing
the exposition and recapitulation, he states: “both sections are significantly more tightly
knit than the contrasting middle, and thus the fundamental norms of small ternary
organization are preserved.”61
More evidence of Caplin’s conception surfaces when he discusses the secondmovement opening of Beethoven’s Piano Sonata in E-flat major, Op. 7. While he
acknowledges the difficulty of comparing the contrasting middle and recapitulation,
Caplin concludes: “the contrasting middle is not obviously looser than the recapitulation,
as is usually the case.” 62 Based on the evidence presented, this study compares
Mendelssohn’s practice to Caplin’s model of a looser contrasting middle than
recapitulation.
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CHAPTER 2: A QUANTITATIVE ANALYSIS OF MENDELSSOHN’S SMALL
TERNARY FORMS IN SONGS WITHOUT WORDS, OP. 19

2.1 Op. 19, No. 1
At a broad level of tonal design, the exposition and contrasting middle are equally
loose-knit, or unstable. Both sections begin and end in different keys: the exposition
travels from the home key of E major to the dominant key of B major; the contrasting
middle journeys from B major back to the home key of E major/minor—due to the shared
dominant of parallel modes, the major modality is not confirmed until after the
recapitulation commences (refer to the complete, annotated score in the Appendix). As a
result, the tonal designs of both sections are more loosely knit than that of the
recapitulation, which begins and ends in the home key of E major.
Given the broad equivalence of the exposition and contrasting middle, one can
examine each section’s constituent units for distinguishing features. First, the exposition
consists of a period, which features two constituent phrases: an antecedent phrase, which
begins and ends in the home key, followed by a consequent phrase, which begins and
ends in different keys. Next, the contrasting middle consists of a type-1 hybrid that
features three constituent phrases, all beginning and ending in different keys: an
antecedent phrase, a continuation phrase, and a partial repetition of the continuation
phrase. One calculates the constituents’ average looseness of tonal design in the
following manner:
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AVERAGE TONAL-DESIGN LOOSENESS OF EXPOSITION’S
CONSTITUENTS
antecedent from EM to EM + consequent from EM to BM 1 + 3
=
=2
2
2
AVG. TONAL-DESIGN LOOSENESS OF CONTRASTING MIDDLE’S
CONSTITUENTS
(antecedent from BM to GM + continuation from GM to EM/m + partial repetition of
continuation phrase from GM to EM/m)/3 = (3 + 3 + 3)/3 = 3
At a more detailed level, then, the tonal design of the exposition’s constituents is tighter,
or more stable, than that of the contrasting middle.
A different relationship between small ternary sections is discernible in the
cadential design of Op. 19/1. First, the exposition, which ends with a perfect authentic
cadence, is tighter, or more stable, than the contrasting middle, which structurally
concludes with a half cadence. The contrasting middle, then, is also less tightly knit than
the recapitulation, which structurally ends with a perfect authentic cadence. Lastly, since
the exposition and recapitulation structurally conclude with perfect authentic cadences,
they are equally tight-knit.
Due to their broad cadential-design equivalence, one can examine the outer
sections in more detail for distinguishing features. One begins by assessing the cadential
design of the largest comparable constituents of each section, that of the themes. The
exposition consists of a period while the recapitulation consists of a type-1 hybrid
(antecedent plus continuation). Given their structural equivalence to the sections that they
constitute, it is no surprise that both themes structurally end with perfect authentic
cadences. Therefore, one must further examine the phrase constituents of each section’s
theme.
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The exposition’s period consists of two phrases: an antecedent and a consequent,
which conclude with a half cadence and perfect authentic cadence, respectively. The
type-1 hybrid of the recapitulation actually consists of three phrases: the antecedent,
which ends with a half cadence; the continuation, with an imperfect authentic cadence;
and a repeat of the continuation, with a perfect authentic cadence.
Since there are a different number of constituent phrases in each section’s theme,
one must calculate each theme’s average degree of cadential looseness in order to
compare them:

constituents’ average cadential looseness =

sum of constituents’ cadential looseness
number of constituents

PHRASE CONSTITUENTS OF THE EXPOSITION
antecedent ending with HC + consequent ending with PAC 3 + 1
=
=2
2
2
PHRASE CONSTITUENTS OF THE RECAPITULATION
(antecedent ending with HC + continuation ending with IAC + continuation repeat
ending with PAC)/3 = (3 + 2 + 1)/3 = 2
The calculations reveal that the average cadential looseness of the outer sections’ phrase
constituents is equal. Therefore, with respect to cadential design, the exposition and
recapitulation are equivalent, at the broad level of the section and at the more detailed
level of each section’s phrase constituents.
Another set of sectional relationships is evident in the harmonic organization of
Op. 19/1. The exposition’s harmonic progression features materials from four tonal
centers (tonal sum = 4), which are represented by the following keys: EM, BM, F#M, and
C#m. Furthermore, Mendelssohn has drawn his harmonies from these keys in the
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following sequence: EM–BM–F#M–EM–BM–F#M–BM–C#m–BM. As a result, there
are eight changes of tonal center during the course of the exposition, however brief (tonal
delta = 8).
Mendelssohn’s contrasting middle, like the exposition, features harmonies from
four tonal centers represented by the keys of BM, GM, DM/m, and EM/m. However,
instead of the exposition’s tonal delta of 8, the tonal center of the contrasting middle only
changes six times due its constituent sequence of keys: BM–GM–DM/m–GM–EM/m–
GM–EM/m.
Mendelssohn’s recapitulation, like the preceding sections, features harmonies
from four tonal centers represented by the keys of EM/m, F#m, BM/m, and AM. The
tonal delta, however, is markedly different; Mendelssohn employs the harmonies in the
following series of keys: EM–BM–F#m–EM–BM/m–EM–BM/m–EM–BM–EM–AM–
EM/m–F#m–EM. The recapitulation’s harmonic progression, then, changes tonal center
thirteen times.
In Op. 19/1, then, a summary of the tonal stability data is as follows:
Exposition
Tonal Sum = 4
Tonal Delta = 8
Contrasting Middle
Tonal Sum = 4
Tonal Delta = 6
Recapitulation
Tonal Sum = 4
Tonal Delta = 13
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Since each section features an equal tonal sum, the tonal delta is the distinguishing
parameter of tonal stability. Thus, the exposition is more tonally unstable than the
contrasting middle, and less tonally unstable than the recapitulation, because it features a
greater tonal delta in the former case and a lesser tonal delta in the latter. Furthermore,
the contrasting middle is less tonally unstable than the recapitulation (tonal delta of 6 vs.
13, respectively). This example, then, reveals one of the benefits of my tonal-stability
conception: when there is equality with respect to one parameter, either the tonal sum or
tonal delta, the other parameter can potentially be used for differentiation.
In contrast to the preceding analysis, an evaluation of the piece’s thematic design
is straightforward. First, the exposition, which consists of a thirteen-measure period, is
tighter, or more stable, than the contrasting middle and recapitulation, which feature
eleven- and sixteen-measure hybrids of type-1, respectively. Because they feature the
same thematic design, the contrasting middle and recapitulation are obviously equivalent
with respect to their thematic organization. Expressed quantitatively, the thematic
looseness of each section is as follows:
Exposition
Period = 1
Contrasting Middle
Type 1 Hybrid = 4
Recapitulation
Type 1 Hybrid = 4
There is more variety in Op. 19/1, however, with respect to form-functional
efficiency. First, the sections provide examples of various sources of inefficiency:
expansion in the exposition, extension in the contrasting middle, and expansion coupled
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with extension in the recapitulation. Second, these examples illustrate that formfunctional inefficiency is not necessarily distributed in a uniform manner. Specifically,
the exposition’s period is 61.5% efficient, since, instead of eight measures of model
expression, it requires thirteen measures to express its component functions: those of
antecedent and consequent. The looseness is due not to the perfectly, or 100%, efficient
four-measure antecedent phrase; rather, it results from the nine-measure consequent
phrase, which is 44.4% efficient due to its expansion of the four-measure model.
The form-functional expression of the contrasting middle, despite being
somewhat inefficient itself, is tighter, or more stable, than that of the exposition. Instead
of eight measures of expression, the B section’s type-1 hybrid expresses its constituent
functions of antecedent, continuation, and cadential in eleven measures, which results in
an efficiency of 72.7%. The inefficiency is due primarily to an extra unit: the
continuation phrase is partially repeated. As a result, the expression of continuation and
cadential functions lasts 5.875 measures instead of the normative four of a single
continuation phrase.
Even looser than the A and B sections is the recapitulation. Its type-1 hybrid
requires sixteen measures, instead of a model eight, to express its constituent functions,
which results in an efficiency of 50%, lower than that of the A section’s period or the B
section’s type-1 hybrid. The inefficiency is entirely due to the repetition and expansion of
the unit’s continuation phrase. Instead of a single four-measure continuation phrase,
which expresses continuation and cadential functions, the expression of these functions
requires twelve measures and two phrase units.
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Like form-functional efficiency, Op. 19/1 features varied degrees of groupingstructure symmetry, which create contrast between some sections and similarity between
others. First, the exposition consists of a thirteen-measure period constructed out of two
phrases: a four-measure antecedent and a nine-measure consequent. If the period were
perfectly symmetrical—i.e., divided into two equal-measure units—its constituent
phrases would consist of 6.5 measures each, the symmetrical mean. Given their 2.5measure absolute deviation from the mean, the antecedent and consequent feature a
relative deviation from the mean of 38.5%.
Mendelssohn creates contrast between the exposition and the other sections:
neither the contrasting middle nor the recapitulation features any degree of groupingstructure symmetry. First, the type-1 hybrid of the contrasting middle consists of three
phrases: a 3.8125-measure antecedent, a 4.125-measure continuation, and a 1.75-measure
partial repetition of the continuation. Next, the type-1 hybrid of the recapitulation also
consists of three phrases: a 4-measure antecedent, a 3.875-measure continuation, and an
8.125-measure repetition of the continuation. Since both themes feature three constituent
phrases, the theme cannot be divided into two symmetrical parts. Both sections, then,
exhibit a 100% degree of asymmetry. Therefore, in relation to the exposition’s 38.5%
degree of asymmetry, the contrasting middle and recapitulation are looser, or more
unstable. However, with respect to one another, they are equally asymmetrical, which
binds their organizations.
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Now that an organizational assessment of the individual factors is complete, it is
possible to evaluate the composite organization of Op. 19/1. In Figure 2.1, I employ the
following symbolic shorthands to communicate organizational relationships:
•
•
•

the greater-than mathematical symbol (>) indicates that one section is more
tightly knit, or stable, than another
the equals sign (=) denotes an equivalent organizational relationship between
sections
the less-than symbol (<) indicates that one section is less tightly knit, or stable,
than another
The following table displays the organizational relationships of Op. 19/1 as

generated by the factors separately and compositely:
Figure 2.1
Op. 19/1
A > B A = B A < B A > A' A = A' A < A' B > A' B = A' B < A'
Tonal Design
x
x
x
Cadential Design
x
x
x
Tonal Stability
x
x
x
Thematic Design
x
x
x
Form-Functional Efficiency
x
x
x
Grouping-Structure Symmetry
x
x
x
Number of occurrences:
Frequency of occurrence:

3
1
2
4
1
1
2
2
2
50.0% 16.7% 33.3% 66.7% 16.7% 16.7% 33.3% 33.3% 33.3%

The table reveals a number of design features. First, the most frequent
organizational relationship between the A and B sections is a tighter, or more stable,
exposition than contrasting middle. Second, even more frequently—66.7% of the time—
the exposition is tighter than the recapitulation. Lastly, Op. 19/1 exhibits no dominant
pattern of relations between the contrasting middle and recapitulation: the contrasting
middle is as frequently tighter than the recapitulation as it is equivalent or looser.
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One of this study’s research questions is to determine to what extent
Mendelssohn’s small ternary practice conforms to or departs from Caplin’s classical
model of small ternary organization. To review: Caplin posits that the exposition is
normally more tight-knit than the contrasting middle and recapitulation; also, the
contrasting middle is usually looser than the recapitulation. The following table indicates
whether Mendelssohn, in Op. 19/1, conforms to or departs from Caplin’s model with
respect to the factors separately and compositely:
Figure 2.2
Op. 19/1
Tonal Design
Cadential Design
Tonal Stability
Thematic Design
Form-Functional Efficiency
Grouping-Structure Symmetry
Number of conformities:
No. of measurable relationships:
Frequency of conformity:

A vs. B
departs
conforms
departs
conforms
departs
conforms

A vs. A'
departs
departs
conforms
conforms
conforms
conforms

B vs. A'
conforms
conforms
departs
departs
departs
departs

3
6
50.0%

4
6
66.7%

2
6
33.3%

Total
9
18
50.0%

The table reveals that the relationship between Mendelssohn’s exposition and
contrasting middle conforms to Caplin’s model half the time. Mendelssohn’s conformity
to Caplin’s model is more frequent—66.7% of the time—with respect to the relationship
between the exposition and recapitulation. The relationship between the contrasting
middle and recapitulation, though, exhibits a relatively low frequency of conformity:
33.3%. Finally, when all sectional relationships with respect to all factors are evaluated,
Mendelssohn’s overall frequency of conformity to Caplin’s model in Op. 19/1 equals
50%.
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2.2 Op. 19, No. 2
The tonal design of Op. 19/2 reveals that the organizational relationships between
sections can vary depending upon the hierarchical unit-level one is examining. For
example, each section consists of one thematic design: the exposition features a
compound period, the contrasting middle consists of a nonconventional standing on the
dominant passage, and the recapitulation exhibits a compound hybrid of type-1 (for this
discussion of Op. 19/2, the reader should refer to the complete, annotated score in the
Appendix). As a result, the tonal design of these thematic units is identical to that of the
sections as a whole.
At the broad level of the section, then, the exposition features a loose, or unstable,
tonal design: the unit begins in the home key of A minor and ends in E major. The tonal
design of the contrasting middle is equally loose: the section begins in E major and ends
in A major/minor. Finally, the recapitulation begins and ends in the home key of A
minor, which renders its tonal design tighter, or more stable, than the migratory sections
that precede it.
At a more detailed level, one can compare the tonal designs of the outer sections’
constituents. The exposition’s compound period consists of an antecedent theme and a
consequent theme; the recapitulation’s compound hybrid features an antecedent theme
followed by a continuation theme. In order to compare the sections, one calculates the
average tonal-design looseness of the constituent themes:

constituents’ avg. tonal looseness =

sum of constituents’ tonal looseness
number of constituents
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EXPOSITION
antecedent theme from Am to AMm + consequent theme from Am to EM 1 + 3
=
=2
2
2

RECAPITULATION
antecedent theme from Am to Am + continuation theme from Am to Am 1 + 1
=
=1
2
2

The calculations reveal that, at the hierarchical level of the simple theme, the tonal design
of the exposition is looser, or more unstable, than that of the recapitulation.
However, if one examines the outer sections at the hierarchical level of the
phrase, a different picture emerges:

constituents’ avg. tonal looseness =

sum of constituents’ tonal looseness
number of constituents

EXPOSITION
(antecedent phrase from Am to Am + continuation phrase from Am to AMm +
antecedent phrase from Am to Am + continuation phrase from Am to EM)/4 = (1
+ 1 + 1 + 3)/4 = 1.5
RECAPITULATION
(antecedent phrase from Am to Am + continuation phrase from Am to Am +
antecedent phrase from Am to FM + continuation phrase 1 from FM to Am +
continuation phrase 2 from Am to Am)/5 = (1 + 1 + 3 + 3 + 1)/5 = 1.8
Thus, with respect to tonal design at the level of each section’s constituent phrases, the
exposition is less loosely knit, or unstable, than the recapitulation.
The following, then, summarizes the quantity of tonal-design looseness at each
hierarchical unit-level of the outer sections:
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Exposition
Section Level = 3
Compound-Theme Level = 3
Simple-Theme Level = 2
Phrase Level = 1.5
Recapitulation
Section Level = 1
Compound-Theme Level = 1
Simple-Theme Level = 1
Phrase Level = 1.8
This summary reveals that the exposition’s tonal design is more loosely knit, or unstable,
than that of the recapitulation at the hierarchical levels of the section, compound theme,
and simple theme. As one examines the sections in more detail, however, the differential
between the sections is smaller, which is evident on the simple-theme level. At the
phrase-level, however, the relationship is reversed: the exposition’s tonal-design is less
loosely knit, or less unstable, than that of the recapitulation. Thus, this example illustrates
that tonal-design relationships can change depending upon the hierarchical level of the
analysis.
Like the tonal design, the cadential design of Op. 19/2 invites one to examine the
exposition and recapitulation at multiple hierarchical levels. At the broad level of the
section, the exposition, which ends with a perfect authentic cadence, is tighter than the
contrasting middle, which lacks a cadence. This lack of cadence also renders the
contrasting middle looser than the recapitulation, which structurally concludes with a
perfect authentic cadence. Finally, the exposition and recapitulation are equally tight-knit
since both sections structurally conclude with a perfect authentic cadence.
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While the exposition and recapitulation are equally tight-knit at a broad level of
cadential design, a more detailed view reveals further evidence of the sections’
equivalence. First, each section consists of one compound theme: the exposition features
a compound period; the recapitulation, a compound hybrid. The cadential design of both
themes is equivalent to that of their sections: namely, both structurally conclude with
perfect authentic cadences. As a result, one must examine the next broadest constituent
units of each section.
The compound period of the exposition consists of two simple themes: an
antecedent theme and consequent theme, which end with a half cadence and perfect
authentic cadence, respectively. The compound hybrid of the recapitulation also features
two simple themes: an antecedent theme and a continuation theme, the former
structurally concluding with a half cadence, the latter, with a perfect authentic cadence.
At the more detailed level of eight-measure units, then, both sections feature the same
pattern of a half cadence followed by a perfect authentic cadence, which provides
additional evidence of the sections’ equivalent cadential organization. Despite this
evidence, one can examine the cadential design of an even more detailed hierarchical
level: that of the phrase.
The compound period of the exposition consists of four phrases: an IAC-ending
antecedent, an HC-ending continuation, an IAC-ending antecedent, and a PAC-ending
continuation. The compound hybrid of the recapitulation, on the other hand, consists of
five phrases: an IAC-ending antecedent, an HC-ending continuation, an IAC-ending
antecedent, an IAC-ending continuation phrase 1, and a PAC-ending continuation phrase
2. One calculates the constituent phrases’ average cadential looseness as follows:
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constituents’ average cadential looseness =

sum of constituents’ cadential looseness
number of constituents

EXPOSITION
(antecedent ending with IAC + continuation ending with HC + antecedent ending
with IAC + continuation ending with PAC)/4 = (2 + 3 + 2 + 1)/4 = 2
RECAPITULATION
(antecedent ending with IAC + continuation ending with HC + antecedent ending
with IAC + continuation 1 ending with IAC + continuation 2 ending with PAC)/5
= (2 + 3 + 2 + 2 + 1)/5 = 2
Remarkably, the exposition and recapitulation of Op. 19/2 are equivalent in their
cadential organization at the level of the section, the compound theme, the simple theme,
and the phrase.
While promoting similarities of cadential design in Op. 19/2, Mendelssohn also
demonstrates the use of contrasting degrees of tonal instability in order to differentiate
sections. In the exposition, Mendelssohn employs harmonies from four different tonal
centers as expressed by the keys of Am, EM/m, BM/m, and CM. Furthermore, the tonal
delta, or number of changes of tonal center, is fairly large; the tonal center changes six
times during the following sequence of keys: Am–EM/m–Am–BM/m–Em–CM–EM.
In the contrasting middle, Mendelssohn only uses harmonies from two tonal
centers as expressed by the keys of EM and AM/m. The tonal delta is also minimal: the
tonal center changes only once given the key progression of EM–AM/m. Lastly,
Mendelssohn draws the recapitulation’s harmonies from five tonal centers, which are
expressed by the keys of Am, FM, DM/m, GM, and CM. In addition, the recapitulation’s
tonal center changes ten times during the following sequence of keys: Am–FM–Am–
DM/m–GM–CM–Am–FM–Am–Dm–Am.
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In summary, the tonal-stability parameters of the small ternary sections are as
follows:
Exposition
tonal sum = 4
tonal delta = 6
Contrasting Middle
tonal sum = 2
tonal delta = 1
Recapitulation
tonal sum = 5
tonal delta = 10
With respect to both aspects of tonal stability, the tonal sum and delta, the exposition
features a greater degree of tonal instability than the contrasting middle and a lesser
degree than the recapitulation; the contrasting middle also features a lesser degree than
the recapitulation. Since the outer sections feature relatively large degrees of tonal
instability, the harmonic organization of the B section, which features the smallest degree
of tonal instability possible, promotes the section’s function of contrasting middle.
Instead of contrasting two designs, as in the case of tonal stability, Mendelssohn
imparts each section with a distinctive thematic design. The exposition, which consists of
a compound period, is tighter, or more stable, than either the contrasting middle, which
features a nonconventional standing on the dominant passage, or the recapitulation,
which consists of a type-1 compound hybrid. With respect to the latter sections, the
thematic design of the contrasting middle is looser, or more unstable, than that of the
recapitulation.
One noteworthy aspect of the thematic design is that the recapitulation performs a
balancing function, which resolves the opposition of exposition and contrasting middle:
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Figure 2.3
Thematic Instability:
Thematic Design:
Design of Op. 19/2:

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
Period Hybrid 4 Hybrid 2 Hybrid 1 Hybrid 3 Sentence Nonconventional
A
A'
B

This figure reveals that the thematic design swings from stable, or tight-knit, in the
exposition to highly unstable, or loosely knit, in the contrasting middle. The
recapitulation occupies a middle ground, which balances the thematic extremes of the
previous sections.
Next, with respect to form-functional efficiency, an examination of Op. 19/2
demonstrates that inefficiency is not always distributed in a uniform manner. For
example, the exposition consists of a compound period, which features an antecedent
theme followed by a consequent theme. Instead of a model expression of antecedent and
consequent functions in sixteen measures, Mendelssohn has expanded the compound
period to 29.33 measures, which results in a form-functional efficiency of 54.6%. The
inefficiency is not the result of the perfectly, or 100%, efficient antecedent theme, which
expresses its constituent function in eight measures; rather, Mendelssohn has expanded
the consequent theme from a model eight measures to 21.33 measures—a 37.5%-efficient
expression—which lowers the overall efficiency of the compound period.
Unlike the exposition, the contrasting middle resists an analysis of formfunctional efficiency: the B section does not feature a conventional thematic unit; instead,
the section consists almost entirely of a standing on the dominant passage. As a result,
with respect to form-functional efficiency, one cannot compare the contrasting middle to
the exposition or recapitulation.
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The recapitulation, however, provides another example of the non-uniform
distribution of inefficiency. First, the section consists of a type-1 compound hybrid. The
antecedent theme, like that of the exposition, expresses its eponymous function with
100% efficiency in eight measures. The continuation theme that follows, in contrast, is
rather inefficient. Instead of expressing continuation and cadential functions in eight
measures, Mendelssohn uses 23.5, which results in an efficiency of 34%. Furthermore,
the relatively inefficient continuation theme causes the compound hybrid’s efficiency
overall to decline to 50.8%. Thus, compared to the 54.6% efficiency of the exposition,
the recapitulation is less efficient, or less tightly knit from an organizational standpoint.
Like form-functional efficiency, the grouping-structure asymmetry in Op. 19/2 is
not uniformly distributed. The exposition consists of a compound period divided into two
themes: an eight-measure antecedent and a 21.33-measure consequent. If these themes
were perfectly symmetrical, they would each consist of 14.67 measures. Therefore, their
degree of asymmetry with one another—i.e., their relative deviation from the mean—
equals 45.4%.
A more detailed view reveals the source of the exposition’s grouping-structure
asymmetry. First, the antecedent theme exhibits only a minimal degree of asymmetry,
specifically 8.3%, in its constituent phrases: a 4.33-measure antecedent is followed by a
3.67-measure continuation. In contrast, the constituent phrases of the consequent theme
are rather asymmetrical: a 4.33-measure antecedent is followed by a 17-measure
continuation, which results in a 59.4% relative deviation from the mean.
Since the contrasting middle consists of a standing on the dominant passage,
which features no comparable themes or phrases, it cannot be compared to the exposition
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with respect to grouping-structure symmetry. However, the recapitulation, like the
exposition, consists of a compound theme, specifically a type-1 hybrid, which features
two constituent themes: an eight-measure antecedent followed by a 23.5-measure
continuation. Instead of symmetrical units of 15.75 measures, these themes exhibit a
49.2% relative deviation from the mean, or degree of asymmetry. However, like the
exposition, the asymmetry results not from the antecedent theme, which features an 8.3%
relative deviation; rather, the hybrid’s continuation theme is the source of asymmetry due
to its three constituent phrases, or 100% asymmetry.
The relative deviations from the mean, or degrees of asymmetry, are as follows:
Relative Deviations from the Symmetrical Mean
• Compound Period of Exposition = 45.4%
o Antecedent Theme = 8.3%
o Consequent Theme = 59.4%
• Compound Hybrid 1 of Recapitulation = 49.2%
o Antecedent Theme = 8.3%
o Continuation Theme = 100% (three constituent phrases)
Broadly, the exposition features a lesser degree of asymmetry than the recapitulation (i.e.,
45.4% < 49.2%). At a more detailed level, however, each section’s asymmetry is not
uniformly distributed; instead, the grouping structures of Mendelssohn’s antecedent
themes exhibit a relatively low degree of asymmetry as compared to the themes that
follow them.

Now that a factor analysis is complete, the sectional relationships of Op. 19/2
with respect to the individual factors and their composite organization can be tabulated:
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Figure 2.4
Op. 19/2
A > B A = B A < B A > A' A = A' A < A' B > A' B = A' B < A'
Tonal Design
x
x
x
Cadential Design
x
x
x
Tonal Stability
x
x
x
Thematic Design
x
x
x
Form-Functional Efficiency
–
–
–
x
–
–
–
Grouping-Structure Symmetry
–
–
–
x
–
–
–
Number of occurrences:
Frequency of occurrence:

2
1
1
4
1
1
1
0
3
50.0% 25.0% 25.0% 66.7% 16.7% 16.7% 25.0% 0.0% 75.0%

The table reveals a number of design features. First, the most frequent relationship
between the A and B sections in Op. 19/1 is one of a tighter, or more stable, exposition
than contrasting middle. Second, Mendelssohn favors a tighter exposition than
recapitulation, as reflected by its 66.7% frequency of occurrence. Finally, Op. 19/1 most
frequently features a looser, or more unstable, contrasting middle than recapitulation,
which occurs 75% of the time.
Concerning the question of whether Mendelssohn conforms to or departs from
Caplin’s classical model of small ternary organization, the following table summarizes
the relationships:
Figure 2.5
Op. 19/2
Tonal Design
Cadential Design
Tonal Stability
Thematic Design
Form-Functional Efficiency
Grouping-Structure Symmetry
Number of conformities:
No. of measurable relationships:
Frequency of conformity:

A vs. B
departs
conforms
departs
conforms
not comparable
not comparable

A vs. A'
departs
departs
conforms
conforms
conforms
conforms

B vs. A'
conforms
conforms
departs
conforms
not comparable
not comparable

2
4
50.0%

4
6
66.7%

3
4
75.0%

Total
9
14
64.3%
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The table reveals a higher degree of conformity in Op. 19/2 than in No. 1.
Mendelssohn conforms to Caplin’s model of a tighter, or more stable, exposition than
contrasting middle 50% of the time. More frequently, i.e., 66.7% of the time,
Mendelssohn conforms to Caplin’s model of a tighter exposition than recapitulation.
Even more frequently, Mendelssohn conforms to Caplin’s model of a looser, or more
unstable, contrasting middle than recapitulation. Overall, Mendelssohn’s organizational
relationships in Op. 19/2 conform to Caplin’s model 64.3% of the time.

2.3 Op. 19, No. 3
The tonal design of Op. 19/3 offers an example of Mendelssohn’s non-uniform
distribution of tonal motion. First, as illustrated in the annotated score in the Appendix, at
the broad level of the section, the exposition and contrasting middle begin and end in
different keys: the exposition travels from the home key of A major to the dominant key
of E Major; the contrasting middle, from C# minor to A major/minor (N.B., the shared
dominant of major and minor prevents a definitive assessment of mode). These sections,
then, are equally loose-knit, or unstable, with respect to their tonal design. Next, in
contrast to the migratory tonal designs of the exposition and contrasting middle, the
recapitulation begins and ends in the home key of A major. Therefore, the recapitulation
is more tightly knit, or stable, than the preceding sections.
The contrasting middle’s tonal profile is noteworthy: its tonal design is largely
stable, albeit not in the home key, until the retransition at the very end. Specifically, 75%
of the contrasting middle consists of a thoroughly C# minor compound sentence. Only
the retransition that occurs in the final 25% of the section features tonal migration,
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specifically the movement from F# minor to A major/minor. Thus, Mendelssohn
demonstrates that looseness, or instability, with respect to tonal design is not necessarily
distributed uniformly among a section’s constituents.
Like tonal design, Mendelssohn demonstrates in Op. 19/3 that cadential looseness
is not always evenly distributed. At the broad level of the section, the exposition and
recapitulation are equally tight-knit, or stable, since both terminate in perfect authentic
cadences. Next, the contrasting middle, whose concluding retransition does not feature a
cadence, is looser, or less stable, than the exposition and recapitulation.
The reader should refer to Chapter 1—specifically 1.4.2 Cadential Design in a
Small Ternary Form—for a detailed examination of the cadential differences between the
exposition and recapitulation. Here, however, a closer examination of the contrasting
middle is warranted. As mentioned, 75% of the contrasting middle consists of a
compound sentence, which terminates in a perfect authentic cadence. However, the latter
25% of the section consists of a retransition that lacks a cadence. The retransition, then,
despite its lesser share of the contrasting middle, is determinative of the section’s overall
cadential design. In summary, position can outweigh proportion.
Next, the harmonic organization of Op. 19/3 demonstrates that the tonal delta, or
number of times the tonal center changes, can differentiate sections’ tonal stability. First,
Mendelssohn’s exposition features three tonal centers expressed by harmonies from the
keys of AM, EM, and BM/m. In addition, the harmonies communicate five changes of
tonal center via the key progression of AM–EM–AM–EM–BM/m–EM.
Like the exposition, the contrasting middle features three tonal centers:
Mendelssohn draws the B section’s harmonies from the keys of C#m, F#m, and AM/m.
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However, the tonal stability of the A and B sections differs with respect to the tonal delta,
or number of times the tonal center changes: the contrasting middle’s key progression of
C#m–F#m–AM/m only changes tonal center twice.
Similar to its preceding sections, the recapitulation’s harmony communicates
three tonal centers expressed by the keys of AM/m, EM/m, and BM/m. However, due to
the A’ section’s key progression of AM–EM/m–AM–BM/m–AM/m–EM/m–AM, the
tonal center changes six times, which is more than that of the preceding sections.
A summary, then, of the phenomena of tonal stability in Op. 19/3 is as follows:
Exposition
tonal sum = 3
tonal delta = 5
Contrasting Middle
tonal sum = 3
tonal delta = 2
Recapitulation
tonal sum = 3
tonal delta = 6
Due to the sections’ equal tonal sums, or number of distinct tonal centers expressed, the
tonal delta is the distinguishing organizational factor. As a result, with respect to tonal
stability, the exposition is more loosely knit, or tonally unstable, than the contrasting
middle and less loosely knit than the recapitulation, which itself is more loosely knit than
the contrasting middle.
The next factor to examine in Op. 19/3 is thematic design, whose realization again
demonstrates Mendelssohn’s use of the recapitulation to balance the other sections. The
design is as follows: 1) the exposition consists of a type-4 hybrid, 2) the contrasting
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middle features a compound sentence, and 3) the recapitulation consists of a type-4
hybrid followed by a type-3 hybrid. Since the recapitulation features two themes, one
must calculate the section’s average thematic looseness, or instability, which I describe
earlier in this paper. Here is the calculation again:

avg. thematic design value of A’ section =

sum of constituents’ thematic design values
number of constituents

=

type 4 hybrid + type 3 hybrid 2 + 5
=
= 3.5
2
2

Now, we can position each section on the thematic-design spectrum:
Figure 2.6
Thematic Instability:
1
2
3
3.5
4
5
6
7
Thematic Design:
Period Hybrid 4 Hybrid 2
Hybrid 1 Hybrid 3 Sentence Nonconventional
Design of Op. 19/3:
A
A'
B

This table demonstrates that the exposition is less loosely knit, or thematically unstable,
than the contrasting middle and recapitulation. Furthermore, the contrasting middle is
more loosely knit than the recapitulation. Thus, Mendelssohn swings from the tight-knit
end-of-the-spectrum in the exposition to the loose-knit end in the contrasting middle
before finding thematic balance in the recapitulation.
Next, Mendelssohn uses form-functional efficiency as a source of contrast and
variation in Op. 19/3. First, instead of expressing its constituent formal functions of
compound basic idea and consequent in eight measures, the exposition’s type-4 hybrid
lasts 24 measures, which results in a 33.3% efficiency. A more detailed view reveals that
Mendelssohn expresses the compound basic idea function with a high, 94.1% efficiency.
The expression of consequent function, in contrast, is only 20.3% efficient: instead of an
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efficient four-measure phrase featuring a strong degree of closure, a rather inefficient,
expanded phrase of 7.917 measures ends with a half cadence. This lack of cadential
weight prompts the extension of consequent function with an additional phrase, which
itself is expanded from four to 11.833 measures, achieving closure by means of a perfect
authentic cadence.
Mendelssohn’s B section, in contrast, consists of a 102%, or hyper-efficient,
compound sentence, which expresses its constituent functions of presentation,
continuation, and cadential in 15.67 measures instead of 16. This hyper-efficiency occurs
despite the fact that Mendelssohn uses three phrases to express continuation and cadential
functions instead of two. With respect to form-functional efficiency, then, the contrasting
middle is more tightly knit, or stable, than the exposition.
Lastly, Mendelssohn’s recapitulation features a variation of the form-functional
efficiencies of the exposition. Earlier in the paper, I describe how to calculate the average
form-functional efficiency of the recapitulation given that the section consists of two
thematic units. As a reminder, here is the calculation:

avg. form functional efficiency of recapitulation =

sum of constituents’ efficiencies
number of constituents

=

hybrid 4 eff. + hybrid 3 eff.
2

=

32.4% + 42.3%
= 37.4%
2

Thus, the recapitulation is more tightly knit, or stable, than the exposition and less tightly
knit than the contrasting middle.
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A notable feature of the recapitulation is its form-functional efficiency
palindrome. The following table illustrates how Mendelssohn juxtaposes two themes with
the opposite form-functional-efficiency profile:
Figure 2.7
Theme-type (efficiency):
hybrid 4 (32.4%)
Formal function (efficiency): compound basic idea (94.1%) consequent (19.6%)
Formal units:
compound basic idea phrase consequent phrase (phr.)
continuation=>cadential phr.
continuation=>cadential phr.

hybrid 3 (42.3%)
compound basic idea (26.1%)
cont. & cadential (111.6%)
compound basic idea (c.b.i.) phr. continuation (cont.) phrase
c.b.i. phrase repeated
c.b.i. phrase repeated

The first theme, a type-4 hybrid, features a highly efficient expression of its initial formal
function, compound basic idea, and a rather inefficient expression of its latter formal
function, that of consequent. This relationship of a highly efficient initial function
followed by a relatively inefficient latter function is the same pattern found in the type-4
hybrid of the exposition.
However, Mendelssohn varies this pattern in the recapitulation by adding another
theme, a type-3 hybrid, whose efficiency relationship is reversed. Here, the expression of
the initial formal function of compound basic idea is the source of inefficiency while the
latter functions of continuation and cadential are hyper-efficient. Thus, Mendelssohn has
demonstrated that the distribution of form-functional efficiencies across a theme is
flexible and can serve as a tool for variation.
Op. 19/3 also illustrates the difference between grouping structure and formfunctional expression. First, the broadest unit-level that enables the meaningful
comparison of sections is that of the simple, or eight-measure, theme. With respect to this
unit-level, the exposition is neither symmetrical nor asymmetrical as it only consists of a
single hybrid theme of type-4. In contrast, the B section is highly symmetrical: its
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compound sentence features two, almost perfectly symmetrical themes, specifically an
eight-measure presentation followed by a 7.67-measure continuation. These themes, then,
differ only slightly from their symmetrical mean of 7.835 measures, which results in a
2.1% degree of asymmetry.
The recapitulation, more than any other section of Op. 19/1–4, permits a
symmetrical analysis of grouping structures on multiple hierarchical levels. The
following table summarizes the organization:
Figure 2.8
Section (asymmetry %):
Theme-type (asymmetry %):
Phrase-pair (asymmetry %):
Phrases:

recapitulation (13.2%)
hybrid 4 (35.1%)
first (49%)
second (0%)
compound basic idea (c.b.i.) continuation=>cadential
consequent
continuation=>cadential

hybrid 3 (11.9%)
first (4%)
compound basic idea
c.b.i. repeated

second (32.3%)
c.b.i. repeated
continuation

A comparison of this figure with the previous one, Figure 2.7, vividly illustrates the
analytical distinction between grouping structure and form-functional expression.
Specifically, at the level of the simple theme, the recapitulation consists of two
units: a 24.667-measure hybrid of type 4 followed by an 18.916-measure hybrid of type
3. Instead of symmetrical units of 21.79 measures each, the grouping structure of these
themes displays a relatively small, 13.2% degree of asymmetry. Thus, at the broadest
level of the latter sections’ grouping structures, the recapitulation is more loosely knit, or
unstable, than the 2.1% asymmetrical contrasting middle.
A more detailed view of the recapitulation’s grouping structure, however, reveals
that each theme features four constituent phrases. The type-4 hybrid consists of a 4.25measure compound basic idea, a 12.417-measure consequent, and two four-measure
continuation=>cadential phrases. From a form-functional perspective, one separates these
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phrases into two unequal groups: the first phrase expresses compound basic idea function
and the remainder express consequent function, rather loosely given the functional
extension of two extra units (see Figure 2.7). Grouping structure, however, is concerned
with the organization of units independent of formal function. Therefore, one must assess
the four phrases as a potentially symmetrical grouping of two phrase-pairs.
Such an assessment of the two phrase-pairs reveals the following: instead of
symmetrical thematic halves of 12.33 measures, the first 16.667-measure phrase-pair is
followed by a phrase-pair of eight measures, which results in a 35.1% degree of
asymmetry for the hybrid-4 grouping structure. A more detailed view reveals the source
of asymmetry: the constituents of the first phrase-pair, a 4.25-measure compound basic
idea followed by a 12.417-measure consequent, exhibit a 49% degree of asymmetry
while the two 4-measure continuation=>cadential phrases of the second phrase-pair are
perfectly symmetrical.
One can assess the grouping structure of the recapitulation’s second theme, a
hybrid of type-3, with the same level of detail. First, the type-3 hybrid consists of four
phrases: a 4.333-measure compound basic idea (c.b.i.), a four-measure repetition of the
c.b.i., a seven-measure c.b.i. repetition, and a 3.583-measure continuation. With respect
to formal function, the phrases divide unequally: given the repetitions, the first three
constitute a rather loose expression of compound basic idea function while the last phrase
efficiently expresses continuation and cadential functions (again see Figure 2.7). Since
one must assess the symmetry of a grouping structure independent of formal function, the
four units are examined from the perspective of two phrase-pairs.
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The two phrase-pairs, or thematic halves, of the type-3 hybrid exhibit only a small
degree of asymmetry: the thematic halves consist of 8.333 and 10.583 measures
respectively, which results in an 11.9% degree of asymmetry. A more detailed view
reveals a lesser degree of internal asymmetry in the constituents of the first phrase-pair
than in those of the second: the first half’s 4.333-measure compound basic idea and fourmeasure repetition exhibit a 4% degree of asymmetry; in contrast, the second half’s
seven-measure c.b.i.-repetition and 3.583-measure continuation feature an asymmetry of
32.3%.
Now that an examination of the factors is complete, Figure 2.9 tabulates the
organizational relationships of Op. 19/3 with respect to the individual factors and their
composite tendencies:
Figure 2.9
Op. 19/3
A > B A = B A < B A > A' A = A' A < A' B > A' B = A' B < A'
Tonal Design
x
x
x
Cadential Design
x
x
x
Tonal Stability
x
x
x
Thematic Design
x
x
x
Form-Functional Efficiency
x
x
x
Grouping-Structure Symmetry
–
–
–
–
–
–
x
Number of occurrences:
Frequency of occurrence:

2
1
2
2
1
2
3
0
3
40.0% 20.0% 40.0% 40.0% 20.0% 40.0% 50.0% 0.0% 50.0%

The table reveals numerous features of the design. First, Mendelssohn favors a
tighter, or more stable, exposition than contrasting middle as often as the opposite
relationship (both 40% of the time). Next, there is more than one dominant tendency
regarding the outer sections’ relationship: Mendelssohn features a tighter exposition than
recapitulation 40% of the time and the opposite relationship 40% of the time. Between
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the contrasting middle and recapitulation, Mendelssohn equally favors a tighter B section
than A and the opposite relationship.
Next, in Op. 19/3, Mendelssohn conforms to Caplin’s classical model of small
ternary organization less frequently than in No. 2. Only 40% of the time does
Mendelssohn feature a tighter exposition than the subsequent sections, as Caplin’s model
indicates (see Figure 2.10). 50% of the time, Mendelssohn conforms to Caplin’s model of
a looser contrasting middle than recapitulation. Overall, Mendelssohn’s Op. 19/3
conforms to Caplin’s model with a 43.8% frequency.
Figure 2.10
Op. 19/3
Tonal Design
Cadential Design
Tonal Stability
Thematic Design
Form-Functional Efficiency
Grouping-Structure Symmetry
Number of conformities:
No. of measurable relationships:
Frequency of conformity:

A vs. B
A vs. A'
departs
departs
conforms
departs
departs
conforms
conforms
conforms
departs
departs
not comparable not comparable
2
5
40.0%

2
5
40.0%

B vs. A'
conforms
conforms
departs
conforms
departs
departs
3
6
50.0%

Total
7
16
43.8%

2.4 Op. 19, No. 4
Op. 19/4 is the only piece of the small-ternary set whose sections feature an
equivalent tonal design: all begin and end in the home key of A major (see complete,
annotated score in the Appendix). At a broad level, then, each section is equally tightknit, or stable, with respect to its tonal trajectory.
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However, as discussed earlier in the paper, one can examine the sections of Op.
19/4 at the more detailed level of phrase constituents for distinguishing features.
Specifically, one can calculate the constituents’ average tonal-design looseness for each
section:

constituents’ avg. tonal looseness =

sum of constituents’ tonal looseness
no. of constituents

EXPOSITION
phrase from AM to AM + phrase from AM to AM 1 + 1
=
=1
2
2
CONTRASTING MIDDLE
phrase from AM to EM + phrase from EM to AM 3 + 3
=
=3
2
2
RECAPITULATION
phrase from AM to AM 1
= =1
1
1
Thus, at a more detailed level, the two migratory phrases of the contrasting middle render
the section more loosely knit, or unstable, than the exposition and recapitulation.
The cadential design of Op. 19/4 also demonstrates that a detailed examination of
a section’s constituents can provide nuance to the broader organizational relationships.
The sections’ cadential design is as follows: the exposition concludes with a perfect
authentic cadence; the contrasting middle, with an imperfect authentic cadence; and the
recapitulation, with a perfect authentic cadence. From an organizational standpoint, then,
the exposition is as tightly knit, or stable, as the recapitulation; both are more tightly knit
than the contrasting middle. These relationships are reflected in their quantitative values
of cadential looseness: exposition = 1, contrasting middle = 2, and recapitulation = 1.
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However, if one examines the phrase constituents of each section, the difference
between the cadential looseness of the contrasting middle and that of the other sections is
smaller:

constituents’ avg. cadential looseness =

sum of constituents’ cadential looseness
number of constituents

EXPOSITION
Phrase ending with PAC + Phrase ending with PAC 1 + 1
=
=1
2
2
CONTRASTING MIDDLE
Phrase ending with PAC + Phrase ending with IAC 1 + 2
=
= 1.5
2
2
RECAPITULATION
Phrase ending with PAC 1
= =1
1
1
Thus, the presence of a phrase that ends with a perfect authentic cadence in the
contrasting middle tilts the B-section’s organizational profile closer to the outer sections’
thoroughly PAC construction.
Tonal stability is the next factor to examine in Op. 19/4, which provides another
example of how the tonal delta—the number of times the tonal center changes—can be
used to distinguish sections with equivalent tonal sums, or the number of distinct tonal
centers expressed. First, the exposition features two tonal centers, which are expressed by
the keys of A major and F# minor. Next, the tonal center changes four times during the
section’s key progression: AM–F#m–AM–F#m–AM.
Like the exposition, the contrasting middle features two tonal centers, which are
expressed by the keys of A major and E major. Unlike the exposition, though, the tonal
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center of the contrasting middle changes only twice during its key progression of AM–
EM–AM.
Similar to its preceding sections, the recapitulation features two tonal centers as
expressed by the keys of A major and E major/minor. The tonal center of the
recapitulation’s harmony changes twice during the section’s key progression of AM–
EM/m–AM.
A summary of each section’s tonal-stability parameters is as follows:
Exposition
tonal sum = 2
tonal delta = 4
Contrasting Middle
tonal sum = 2
tonal delta = 2
Recapitulation
tonal sum = 2
tonal delta = 2
Thus, despite their equal tonal sums, the exposition is looser, or more unstable, than the
contrasting middle and recapitulation due to the A section’s greater tonal delta. Since the
latter sections’ tonal sums and deltas are equal, the contrasting middle and recapitulation
are broadly equivalent in their degree of tonal stability.
Next, the thematic content of Op. 19/4 provides an example of a thoroughly
nonconventional design. None of the sections feature themes, only phrases, which results
in a uniform thematic organizational value of 7, at the broad level of the sections and at
the level of the phrase constituents. Therefore, with respect to thematic design, the
exposition, contrasting middle, and recapitulation are all equally loose-knit, or unstable.
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Due to the nonconventional thematic constitution of Op. 19/4, an analysis of
form-functional efficiency poses challenges. All of the sections consist solely of fourmeasure phrases. As a result, one must examine the expression of formal functions at a
hierarchical level below that of the phrase.
All of the phrases of No. 4 can be interpreted as containing two functions: the
initiating function of basic idea and the concluding function of contrasting idea.
Regardless of where one bisects the subordinate units that express these functions, the
model phrase consists of four measures of form-functional expression. Therefore, such a
phrase is 100% efficient if it expresses its constituent formal functions in four measures,
hyper-efficient if it requires fewer than four measures, and less than 100% efficient if it
requires more than four measures.
The exposition is highly efficient: the section consists of two phrases that express
their constituent functions in 8.125 measures instead of eight, which results in an
efficiency of 98.5%. The contrasting middle is even more efficient—in fact, hyperefficient—as it expresses eight measures of functional expression in only 7.875 measures,
which results in a 101.6% efficiency. Finally, the recapitulation is looser than the
exposition and contrasting middle in terms of form-functional efficiency. The A’
section’s phrase expresses its constituent functions in 4.6875 measures instead of 4,
which represents only an 85.3% efficiency.
Lastly, Op. 19/4 provides examples of grouping structures that are highly
symmetrical. First, the exposition features a near-perfect symmetry of formal units: a
four-measure phrase is followed by a virtually identical repetition of 4.125-measures,
which results in a 1.5% relative deviation from the mean. The contrasting middle also
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features a highly symmetrical grouping structure of two phrases: the first consists of four
measures while the second lasts 3.875 measures. The B section’s 1.6% relative deviation
is only slightly less tight, or stable, than the grouping structure of the A section. Finally,
the recapitulation is neither symmetrical nor asymmetrical as it consists of only one
4.6875-measure phrase, which precludes its comparison to the exposition and contrasting
middle.

The completion of the factor analysis allows for the tabulation of the sectional
relationships of Op. 19/4 with respect to the individual factors and their composite
tendencies:
Figure 2.11
Op. 19/4
A > B A = B A < B A > A' A = A' A < A' B > A' B = A' B < A'
Tonal Design
x
x
x
Cadential Design
x
x
x
Tonal Stability
x
x
x
Thematic Design
x
x
x
Form-Functional Efficiency
x
x
x
Grouping-Structure Symmetry
x
–
–
–
–
–
–
Number of occurrences:
Frequency of occurrence:

2
2
2
1
3
1
1
3
1
33.3% 33.3% 33.3% 20.0% 60.0% 20.0% 20.0% 60.0% 20.0%

The table reveals the following design features. First, there is no dominant pattern
of relationship between the exposition and contrasting middle. Instead, Mendelssohn
equally favors a tighter, or more stable, A than B, an equivalent A and B, and a looser A
than B. With respect to the relationship between the exposition and recapitulation,
however, a preference is clear: Mendelssohn favors an equivalent exposition and
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recapitulation 60% of the time. Similarly, Mendelssohn’s tendency is to fashion an
equivalently organized contrasting middle and recapitulation.
Next, Figure 2.12 indicates the frequency of Mendelssohn’s conformity to
Caplin’s classical model of small ternary organization. Op. 19/4 features the lowest
degree of conformity to Caplin’s model in the small ternary collection. Only 33.3% of the
time does Mendelssohn feature a tighter, or more stable, exposition than contrasting
middle. Mendelssohn conforms to Caplin’s model even less frequently with respect to the
other sectional relationships: he features a tighter exposition than recapitulation only 20%
of the time and the same low frequency with respect to a looser contrasting middle than
recapitulation. In Op. 19/4 overall, Mendelssohn’s practice conforms to Caplin’s classical
model only 25% of the time.
Figure 2.12
Op. 19/4
Tonal Design
Cadential Design
Tonal Stability
Thematic Design
Form-Functional Efficiency
Grouping-Structure Symmetry
Number of conformities:
No. of measurable relationships:
Frequency of conformity:

A vs. B
departs
conforms
departs
departs
departs
conforms
2
6
33.3%

A vs. A'
B vs. A'
departs
departs
departs
conforms
departs
departs
departs
departs
conforms
departs
not comparable not comparable
1
5
20.0%

1
5
20.0%

Total
4
16
25.0%

2.5 Summary of Observations
In this chapter, I presented a detailed investigation of each small-ternary piece in
Mendelssohn’s Songs Without Words, Op. 19, with respect to six organizational factors:
tonal design, cadential design, tonal stability, thematic design, form-functional efficiency,
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and grouping-structure symmetry. This quantitative framework yields numerous
observations. First, the tonal-design relationships between Mendelssohn’s small-ternary
sections can differ depending upon the hierarchical perspective, which is evident in Op.
19/Nos. 1, 2, and 4. In addition, Mendelssohn’s tonal movement is not always uniformly
distributed, which is the case in Op. 19/3.
Next, Mendelssohn’s cadential-design relationships between sections can be
equivalent on multiple hierarchical levels, as is found in Op. 19/1–2. Even when this is
not the case, as in Op. 19/4, a detailed examination of a section’s constituent cadences
can provide nuance to a broad, sectional evaluation. Furthermore, like tonal design, the
cadential looseness of a small ternary section is not necessarily uniformly distributed, as
evident in the contrasting middle of Op. 19/3.
With respect to the parameters of tonal stability, the tonal sum, or number of
distinct tonal centers expressed, and the tonal delta, the number of times the tonal center
changes, a curious pattern emerges in Op. 19: three of the four pieces—Op. 19/1, 3, and
4—feature equal tonal sums in all sections. The differing tonal deltas, then, can be used
to distinguish the sections.1 Furthermore, Mendelssohn demonstrates in Op. 19/2 that
varying degrees of tonal instability can be used to provide sectional contrast, specifically
to emphasize a contrasting middle.2
Next, Mendelssohn’s Op. 19 features the use of thematic design to provide a
unique organizational profile to each section, which is evident in Nos. 2 and 3. In these

1

The exception occurs in Op. 19/4 where the tonal deltas of the contrasting middle and
recapitulation are equal as well.
2
Though not in the sense one might expect: the contrasting middle of Op. 19/2 features a
dramatically lower degree of tonal instability than the outer sections and is thus more
tightly knit, or tonally stable.
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pieces, Mendelssohn also favors the use of the recapitulation to thematically balance the
opposing designs of the exposition and contrasting middle.
With respect to form-functional efficiency, Mendelssohn, in Op. 19/1, employs a
variety of inefficiency sources in order to distinguish the small-ternary sections:
expansion in the exposition, extension in the contrasting middle, and expansion mixed
with extension in the recapitulation. In addition, as mentioned with respect to tonal- and
cadential-design, Mendelssohn does not always distribute form-functional inefficiency in
a uniform manner, which is the case in Op. 19/2. Finally, Mendelssohn demonstrates in
Op. 19/3 that form-functional efficiency can be employed as a source of contrast,
repetition, and variation.
Lastly, Mendelssohn uses grouping-structure symmetry to create similarity and
contrast between sections, which is evident in Op. 19, Nos. 1 and 4. As previously
mentioned with respect to other factors, Mendelssohn, in Op. 19/2, demonstrates that
grouping-structure asymmetry can be non-uniformly distributed. Furthermore, the
difference between grouping-structure organization and that of form-functional
expression is nowhere more apparent than in Op. 19, No. 3.
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CHAPTER 3: AN INTER-COMPOSITIONAL ANALYSIS OF MENDELSSOHN’S
SMALL TERNARY FORMS IN SONGS WITHOUT WORDS, OP. 19

3.1 Tonal Design
Mendelssohn clearly favors certain organizational relationships between the
sections of Op. 19/1–4. First, Mendelssohn features equivalently organized expositions
and contrasting middles 100% of the time (see Figure 3.1). Second, 75% of the time he
fashions a looser, or more unstable, exposition than recapitulation. Also 75% of the time,
Op. 19/1–4 features a looser contrasting middle than recapitulation.
Figure 3.1
Tonal Design
19/1
19/2
19/3
19/4

A>B

A=B
x
x
x
x

A<B

Number of occurrences:
Frequency of occurrence:

0
4
0
0.0% 100.0% 0.0%

A > A'

A = A'

A < A'
x
x
x

B > A'

x
0
0.0%

1
3
25.0% 75.0%

B = A'

B < A'
x
x
x

x
0
0.0%

1
3
25.0% 75.0%

The specific realization of these relationships is illustrated in Figure 3.2, which
reveals the following. First, Mendelssohn most frequently favors expositions and
contrasting middles on the looser end of the tonal design spectrum, as evident in Nos. 1–3
and the Op. 19/1–4 average (see Figure 3.3). Second, Mendelssohn always fashions the
most tightly knit, or stable, recapitulations that begin and end in the home key. As a
result, with respect to tonal design, the B section is not fashioned as a contrasting middle
to the A section. Instead, Mendelssohn favors A and B sections that retain a degree of
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openness engendered by a looser tonal design; his recapitulations, in contrast, function to
close the tonal design definitively in the home key.
Figure 3.2

Degree of Tonal Looseness: Op. 19/1–4
Exposi1on (A)

Contras1ng Middle (B)

Recapitula1on (A')

3

2

1

0
Op.19/1

Op.19/2

Op.19/3

Op.19/4

Figure 3.3

Average Degree of Tonal Looseness:
Op. 19/1–4
3

2.5

2.5

2
1

1

0
Exposi.on (A)

Contras.ng Middle (B)

Recapitula.on (A')
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Next, an examination of Mendelssohn’s tonal-design practice largely reveals a
low degree of conformity to Caplin’s classical model of small ternary organization. The
relationship between the exposition and contrasting middle never conforms to Caplin’s
model of a tighter A section than B (see Figure 3.4). Nor does Mendelssohn’s tonal
design conform to Caplin’s model of the outer-section relationship: there is no instance in
Op. 19/1–4 of a tighter exposition than recapitulation. However, Mendelssohn’s tonal
design does conform to Caplin’s model of a looser contrasting middle than recapitulation
75% of the time. Overall, the tonal design of Op. 19/1–4 features a relatively low, or
25%, frequency of conformity to Caplin’s organizational model.
Figure 3.4
Tonal Design
19/1
19/2
19/3
19/4
Number of conformities:
No. of measurable relationships:
Frequency of conformity:

A vs. B
departs
departs
departs
departs
0
4
0.0%

A vs. A'
departs
departs
departs
departs
0
4
0.0%

B vs. A'
conforms
conforms
conforms
departs
3
4
75.0%

Total
3
12
25.0%

3.2 Cadential Design
Mendelssohn’s cadential design in Op. 19/1–4 features discernible tendencies.
100% of the time, Mendelssohn’s exposition is tighter, or more stable, than the
contrasting middle (see Figure 3.5). Between the exposition and recapitulation,
Mendelssohn favors equivalently organized sections 100% of the time. Lastly, every
small-ternary piece of Op. 19 features looser, or less stable, contrasting middles than
recapitulations.
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Figure 3.5
Cadential Design
19/1
19/2
19/3
19/4

A>B
x
x
x
x

Number of occurrences:
Frequency of occurrence:

A=B

A<B

A > A'

A = A'
x
x
x
x

A < A'

B > A'

B = A'

B < A'
x
x
x
x

4
0
100.0% 0.0%

0
0.0%

0
4
0
0.0% 100.0% 0.0%

0
0.0%

0
4
0.0% 100.0%

The specific realization of these sectional relationships is illustrated in Figure 3.6;
the average practice, in Figure 3.7. With respect to cadential design, then, Mendelssohn
employs a consistent pattern. He favors thoroughly tight-knit outer sections, which all
conclude with perfect authentic cadences. His B sections, on the contrary, feature
significantly loose-knit cadential designs, which contribute to a form-functional sense of
the B section as contrasting middle to the exposition and recapitulation.
Figure 3.6

Degree of Caden,al Looseness: Op. 19/1–4
Exposi1on (A)

Contras1ng Middle (B)

Recapitula1on (A')

4
3
2
1
0
Op. 19/1

Op. 19/2

Op. 19/3

Op. 19/4
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Figure 3.7

Average Degree of Caden.al Looseness:
Op. 19/1–4
4

3.25

3
2
1

1

1

0
Exposi/on (A)

Contras/ng Middle (B)

Recapitula/on (A')

Unlike tonal design, Mendelssohn’s cadential design largely conforms to Caplin’s
classical model of small ternary organization. First, Mendelssohn conforms to Caplin’s
model of a tighter exposition than contrasting middle 100% of the time (see Figure 3.8).
In contrast, Mendelssohn uniformly departs from Caplin’s model of a tighter exposition
than recapitulation. However, Op. 19/1–4 does thoroughly conform to Caplin’s model of
a looser contrasting middle than recapitulation. Overall, Mendelssohn’s cadential design
features a relatively high, 66.7% frequency of conformity to Caplin’s classical model.
Figure 3.8
Cadential Design
19/1
19/2
19/3
19/4
Number of conformities:
No. of measurable relationships:
Frequency of conformity:

A vs. B
conforms
conforms
conforms
conforms
4
4
100.0%

A vs. A'
departs
departs
departs
departs
0
4
0.0%

B vs. A'
conforms
conforms
conforms
conforms
4
4
100.0%

Total
8
12
66.7%
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3.3 Tonal Stability
Like cadential design, the sectional relationships of Op. 19/1–4 exhibit patterns of
tonal stability. First, in each small ternary piece of Op. 19, Mendelssohn fashions a
looser, or less stable, exposition than contrasting middle (see Figure 3.9). Second, 75% of
the time, Mendelssohn’s exposition is tighter, or more stable, than his recapitulation. Also
75% of the time, Mendelssohn favors a tighter contrasting middle than recapitulation.
Figure 3.9
Tonal Stability
19/1
19/2
19/3
19/4

A>B

Number of occurrences:
Frequency of occurrence:

0
0.0%

A=B

A<B
x
x
x
x

A > A'
x
x
x

0
4
3
0.0% 100.0% 75.0%

A = A'

A < A'

x
0
0.0%

B > A'
x
x
x

B = A'

B < A'

x

1
3
1
25.0% 75.0% 25.0%

0
0.0%

In order to understand the specific realization of these sectional relationships, it is
worth examining the two factors of tonal stability separately. As illustrated in Figure
3.10, Mendelssohn largely fashions expositions and contrasting middles with equal tonal
sums, or the number of distinct tonal centers harmonically expressed (see Nos. 1, 3, and
4). Mendelssohn’s expositions in Op. 19/1–4, on average, feature a slightly larger tonal
sum: the A section features .5 tonal centers more than that of B, which does not indicate
much of a contrast (see Figure 3.11). The A section’s slightly larger average tonal sum,
then, indicates a slightly more loose-knit construction in relation to the contrasting
middle, with respect to, at least, one aspect of tonal stability.
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Figure 3.10

Tonal Sum: Op. 19/1–4
Exposi3on (A)

Contras3ng Middle (B)

Recapitula3on (A')
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Figure 3.11

Average Tonal Sum: Op. 19/1–4
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Next, Mendelssohn’s expositions and recapitulations are generally equivalent
with respect to their tonal sums; only in Op. 19/2 is the exposition slightly tighter than the
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recapitulation with respect to their tonal sums. Obviously, this largely equivalent
organization is also evident in Figure 3.11: on average, Mendelssohn’s expositions
feature .25 tonal centers less than that of the recapitulations.
Between the contrasting middle and recapitulation, Mendelssohn largely features
equal tonal sums, which is reflected in Nos. 1, 3, and 4. The average tonal sum of the
sections indicates a somewhat tighter contrasting middle than recapitulation due to the
influence of No. 2. While the average relationship between the sections is obviously
unduly affected by the outlier relationship of No. 2, which features a B section with a
lesser tonal sum than A’, none of the pieces features a looser contrasting middle than
recapitulation.
In Op. 19 overall, then, Mendelssohn does not consistently build his small ternary
sections with a distinctive organizational profile with respect to their tonal sums; rather,
in three of the four pieces—Nos. 1, 3, and 4—each section features an equivalent tonal
sum. In addition, the average of each section’s tonal sum is also largely similar: 3.25
tonal centers expressed harmonically in the A section, 2.75 in B, and 3.5 in A’.
Furthermore, the small ternary sections of Op. 19 feature a similar range of tonal sums:
2–4 changes of tonal center for the A and B sections and 2–5 for the A’ sections.
Mendelssohn’s design preference in Op. 19, then, is to fashion expositions, contrasting
middles, and recapitulations with a balanced, largely equivalent degree of tonal instability
as measured by their tonal sums.
The specific realization of tonal stability also results from the tonal delta, or
number of times the tonal center changes during the course of a harmonic progression.
With respect to the tonal delta, Mendelssohn fashions a looser exposition than contrasting
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middle in all four pieces (see Figure 3.12). Figure 3.13 provides nuance to this design
pattern: on average, the A sections feature 3 more changes of tonal center than the B
sections, which results in a more loosely knit A section than B.
Figure 3.12
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Figure 3.13
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Next, the expositions generally feature a tonal delta less than that of their
corresponding recapitulations, which is evident in Nos. 1–3. The average tonal delta of
each section provides further evidence of this design pattern: the average A section
features 2 changes of tonal center less than the average A’ section.
Lastly, with respect to their tonal deltas, Mendelssohn largely favors contrasting
middles that are significantly tighter than the recapitulations, which is also evident in
Nos. 1–3. An examination of the average tonal delta of each section reveals further
evidence: the B section features five fewer changes of tonal center than the A’ section.
A broad assessment of the tonal delta of Op. 19/1–4 reveals that Mendelssohn
expresses a number of design preferences. First, he favors relatively tight-knit contrasting
middles with few changes of tonal center (2.75 on average). Next, he favors relatively
loose-knit recapitulations with numerous changes of tonal center (7.75 on average). For
expositions, he favors a tonal delta in between (5.75 average changes).
Furthermore, the progression of tonal stability as the piece unfolds, as measured
by the tonal delta, is one that, on average, tightens in the contrasting middle before
dramatically loosening in the recapitulation. From another perspective, the decrease of
tonal instability in the contrasting middle is counterbalanced by the subsequent increase
of instability in the recapitulation. If one compares the exposition’s average tonal delta to
that of the contrasting middle and recapitulation grouped together, the balancing
relationship is apparent. Figure 3.14 illustrates that the exposition provides a reference
point of tonal-delta-induced instability that is balanced over the course of the piece by the
tightening and loosening effects of the contrasting middle and recapitulation,
respectively.
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Figure 3.14
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Next, an examination of Mendelssohn’s tonal-stability relationships reveals a low
degree of conformity to Caplin’s classical model of small ternary organization.
Mendelssohn always departs from Caplin’s model of a tighter exposition than contrasting
middle and his model of a looser contrasting middle than recapitulation (see Figure 3.15).
However, Mendelssohn does largely conform to Caplin’s model of a tighter exposition
than recapitulation. Overall, though, Mendelssohn’s tonal-stability relationships conform
to Caplin’s model only 25% of the time.
Figure 3.15
Tonal Stability
19/1
19/2
19/3
19/4
Number of conformities:
No. of measurable relationships:
Frequency of conformity:

A vs. B
departs
departs
departs
departs
0
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A vs. A'
conforms
conforms
conforms
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3
4
75.0%

B vs. A'
departs
departs
departs
departs
0
4
0.0%

Total
3
12
25.0%
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3.4 Thematic Design
With respect to thematic design, the sectional relationships of Op. 19/1–4 exhibit
some constructive tendencies. Figure 3.16 reveals that Mendelssohn favors thematically
tighter, or more stable, expositions than contrasting middles 75% of the time. Also 75%
of the time, he exhibits a preference for tighter expositions than recapitulations. Between
the contrasting middle and recapitulation, however, there is an equal frequency of
equivalently organized B and A’ sections as well as B sections that are looser than A’.
Figure 3.16
Thematic Design
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One can further examine the specific realization of these sectional relationships.
First, as mentioned, Mendelssohn generally organizes the thematic design of his
expositions less loosely than that of his contrasting middles, as evident in Nos. 1, 2, and 3
(see Figure 3.17). This design pattern is further reflected in the significant disparity
between the sections’ average degree of thematic looseness: on average, the A sections
feature a thematic-looseness value of 2.8 versus that of 6 in the B sections (see Figure
3.18). These values reflect that the A sections generally feature tight-knit periods or
periodic hybrids (compound basic idea + consequent); the thematic designs of the B
sections express the looser end of Caplin’s thematic spectrum, which is populated by
sentential and nonconventional designs. This opposition between relatively tight and
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loose designs contributes to a sense that the B sections function as contrasting middles to
the A sections.
Figure 3.17

Degree of Thema,c Looseness: Op. 19/1–4
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Figure 3.18

Average Degree of Thema.c Looseness: Op. 19/1–4
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Mendelssohn’s expositions also feature a tighter thematic design than their
corresponding recapitulations, which is evident in Nos. 1–3. This relationship is further
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confirmed by the average thematic looseness in each section: on average, the A sections
exhibit a thematic-looseness value of 2.8 as opposed to the recapitulations’ value of 4.6.
These values reflect the largely periodic, tight-knit-end-of-the-spectrum expositions as
compared to the mostly hybrid, middle-of-the-thematic-design-spectrum recapitulations.
Lastly, with respect to the thematic relationships between the contrasting middle
and recapitulation, Nos. 2 and 3 feature a B section that is thematically looser than the A’
section; Nos. 1 and 4 consist of equivalently organized sections. The average thematic
looseness provides evidence of the former tendency: the B and A’ values of 6 and 4.6,
respectively, reflect that, on average, the recapitulations occupy the hybrid, middle region
of the spectrum as compared to the contrasting middles, which, as stated previously,
express a looser thematic design.
Overall, Mendelssohn exhibits clear design preferences for his sections’ thematic
content. For the exposition, he almost always favors tight periodic designs; his B sections
generally provide contrast to the A sections by featuring designs from the sentential and
nonconventional end of the thematic spectrum; lastly, his recapitulations largely express
the middle of the spectrum, which features hybrid forms.
Moreover, a visual assessment of the average thematic-looseness values in Figure
3.18 illustrates that Mendelssohn favors recapitulations that seemingly balance and
resolve the significant thematic disparity between the expositions and contrasting
middles. In fact, one can average the A and B sections’ average degree of thematic
looseness and compare it to that of the A’ section. The resulting relationship, represented
in Figure 3.19, makes explicit the recapitulation’s balancing function: the average
thematic-looseness value of the A and B sections grouped together equals 4.4, which is
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proximate to the 4.6 value of the A’ section. Therefore, the design of both thematic
groupings, A-B and A’, is situated in the middle, or hybrid region, of Caplin’s spectrum.
Figure 3.19

Average Degree of Thema.c Looseness:
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Unlike many of the factors, Mendelssohn’s thematic-design practice features a
relatively high degree of conformity to Caplin’s classical model of small ternary
organization. Figure 3.20 reveals that 75% of the time, Mendelssohn thematically
conforms to Caplin’s model of a tighter exposition than contrasting middle. Also 75% of
time, Mendelssohn conforms to Caplin’s model of a tighter exposition than
recapitulation. However, Mendelssohn only conforms to Caplin’s model of a looser
contrasting middle than recapitulation half the time. Overall, though, Mendelssohn’s
thematic design features a relatively high, 66.7%, frequency of conformity to Caplin’s
classical model.
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Figure 3.20
Thematic Design
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3.5 Form-Functional Efficiency
The form-functional efficiency relationships of Op. 19/1–4 exhibit clear design
patterns. Mendelssohn always favors looser, or less stable, expositions than contrasting
middles (see Figure 3.21). Op. 19/1–4 also features tighter expositions than
recapitulations 75% of the time. Lastly, Mendelssohn employs tighter contrasting middles
than recapitulations 100% of the time.
Figure 3.21
Form-Functional Efficiency
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The specific realization of these efficiency relationships is noteworthy. First, as
mentioned, Mendelssohn’s expositions are less efficient than his contrasting middles, a
relationship that is evident in Nos. 1, 3, and 4 (see Figure 3.22). Mendelssohn’s average
form-functional-efficiency practice also provides confirmation: the average efficiency of
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the expositions is 30.1 percentage points less than that of the contrasting middles (see
Figure 3.23). However, the magnitude of this difference requires a degree of
qualification: the disparity results largely from the marked efficiency contrast in No. 3.
Despite this qualification, the relationship of a more loosely knit and inefficient A section
as compared to B remains demonstrable.
Figure 3.22
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Figure 3.23
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Next, Mendelssohn’s tighter exposition than recapitulation is evident in Nos. 1, 2,
and 4. Furthermore, the average form-functional efficiency of the sections provides
additional evidence of a slightly more form-functionally efficient, or tighter, A section as
compared to A’. Specifically, the average efficiency of the A section is 6.1 percentage
points more than that of A’.
Lastly, Mendelssohn’s contrasting middles are more efficient, and thus tighter,
than his recapitulations, as evident in Nos. 1, 3, and 4. The average efficiency
relationships between these sections also attest to a more efficient, relatively tighter
contrasting middle. Specifically, the average form-functional efficiency of the B section
is 36.2 percentage points more than that of A’.
Overall, Op. 19/1–4 does exhibit a number of design preferences with respect to
form-functional efficiency. First, Mendelssohn favors the design of expositions and
recapitulations as generally equivalent with regards to their form-functional efficiency:
on average, the A sections are 62% efficient; the A’ sections, 55.9%. Next, Mendelssohn
favors relatively tight-knit B sections, which, on average, feature a high efficiency rating
of 92.1%. With respect to form-functional efficiency, then, the average progression of an
Op. 19 small ternary piece is as follows: the exposition establishes an efficiency reference
frame; the contrasting middle features an efficiency tightening; and the recapitulation
relaxes the contrasting middle’s tightness by generally restoring the exposition’s
efficiency profile.
Unlike thematic design, the form-functional efficiency relationships of Op. 19/1–
4 largely depart from Caplin’s classical model of small ternary organization. Figure 3.24
reveals that Mendelssohn’s efficiency relationships thoroughly depart from Caplin’s
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model of a tighter exposition than contrasting middle. However, 75% of the time,
Mendelssohn does conform to Caplin’s model of a tighter exposition than recapitulation.
The same is not true for the relationship between the B and A’ sections: Mendelssohn
thoroughly departs from Caplin’s model of a looser contrasting middle than
recapitulation. Overall, Mendelssohn’s efficiency relationships only conform to Caplin’s
model 30% of the time.
Figure 3.24
Form-Functional Efficiency
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3.6 Symmetry of Grouping Structure
The grouping-structure relationships of Op. 19/1–4 exhibit some design
tendencies. First, Mendelssohn thoroughly favors a tighter, or more stable, exposition
than contrasting middle (see Figure 3.25). Also 100% of the time, Op. 19/1–4 features a
tighter exposition than recapitulation. Lastly, between the contrasting middle and
recapitulation, there is no dominant tendency: Mendelssohn as frequently constructs a
tighter B section than A’ as equivalently organized B and A’ sections.
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Figure 3.25
Grouping-Structure Symmetry
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It is possible to examine the specific realization of these sectional relationships.
First, with respect to the grouping-structure relationship between the A and B sections,
the data of Op. 19/1–4 is largely inconclusive. Mendelssohn fashions a variety of
relations between the sections: a less asymmetrical A section in No. 1, an indeterminate
relationship in Nos. 2 and 3, and asymmetrically equivalent A and B sections in No. 4
(see Figure 3.26). Despite this multiplicity, Figure 3.27 shows that, on average, the
grouping structure of the A section is 6.1 percentage points less asymmetrical than that of
B. However, given the dearth of pieces in which this average relationship is enacted, one
cannot posit a consistent pattern of relations with any conviction.
One can posit with slightly more conviction that Mendelssohn, in Op. 19, has a
tendency to fashion expositions that are less asymmetrical, or tighter, than his
recapitulations, which is reflected in Nos. 1 and 2. The relationship between the sections’
average asymmetry of grouping structure adds weight to the aforementioned design
pattern: the asymmetry of the A section is 25.6 percentage points less than that of A’.
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Figure 3.26
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Figure 3.27
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With regards to the relationship between the grouping structure of the contrasting
middle and recapitulation, the data of Op. 19/1–4, while less conclusive than in the
previous relationship, exhibits equivalently organized B and A’ sections in No. 1 and a
less asymmetrical B section than A’ in No. 3 (N.B., the relationship between the sections
is not comparable in Nos. 2 and 4).
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Overall, from the standpoint of Mendelssohn’s design preferences, he does not
favor a distinct sectional profile with respect to grouping-structure symmetry.
Expositions can be either fairly asymmetrical or largely symmetrical; contrasting middles
and recapitulations also feature both extremes of largely symmetrical and highly
asymmetrical designs. The most relevant pattern in Mendelssohn’s design is that
grouping-structure asymmetry always increases as the pieces progress (the only exception
is the maintenance of 100% asymmetry between the B and A’ sections in No. 1). The
average relationship between the sections, as shown in Figure 3.27, reveals this design
tendency across the collection.
Next, Mendelssohn’s relationships of grouping-structure symmetry do largely
conform to Caplin’s classical model of small ternary organization. Figure 3.28 reveals
that Mendelssohn conforms to Caplin’s model of a tighter exposition than contrasting
middle, the paucity of data notwithstanding. Mendelssohn also favors a tighter exposition
than recapitulation, which is consistent with Caplin’s model. However, Mendelssohn
thoroughly departs from Caplin’s model of a looser contrasting middle than
recapitulation. Overall, Mendelssohn’s relationships of grouping-structure symmetry
feature a relatively high, 66.7% conformity to Caplin’s classical model.
Figure 3.28
Grouping-Structure Symmetry
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3.7 Composite Organization
When one evaluates Op. 19/1–4 with respect to the sections’ composite
organization—i.e., the sections’ factors as equal-weighted organizational constituents—
the following tendencies are apparent. First, Mendelssohn favors tighter expositions than
contrasting middles 42.9% of the time, but the other possible relationships also occur in
significant numbers (see Figure 3.29). However, there is a more dominant design pattern
with respect to the relationship between the expositions and recapitulations: Mendelssohn
constructs a tighter exposition than recapitulation 50% of the time. Less dominant but
still apparent, Mendelssohn organizes contrasting middles looser than recapitulations
42.9% of the time.
Figure 3.29
Op. 19/1–4
19/1: No. of occurrences
19/2: No. of occurrences
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Next, Figure 3.30 tabulates Mendelssohn’s composite organization in relation to
Caplin’s classical model of the small ternary. Mendelssohn conforms to Caplin’s model
of a tighter exposition than contrasting middle only 42.9% of the time. Next,
Mendelssohn conforms to Caplin’s model of a tighter exposition than recapitulation 50%
of the time. Between the contrasting middle and recapitulation, the same is not true:
Mendelssohn only conforms to Caplin’s model of a looser B section than A’ 42.9% of the
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time. Overall, Mendelssohn’s practice only conforms to Caplin’s classical model of small
ternary organization with respect to 45.3% of the relationships.
Figure 3.30
Op. 19/1–4
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3.8 Summary of Observations
In this chapter, I presented numerous charts illustrating the specific and average
realization of each factor across the small ternary pieces of Op. 19. These charts
furnished a number of observations, the most important of which I will summarize here.
First, with respect to tonal design, Mendelssohn, in Op. 19, largely favors loose
expositions and contrasting middles. In contrast, he favors tight-knit recapitulations that
begin and end in the home key.
Next, Mendelssohn’s cadential design reveals a consistent pattern: he builds the
outer sections in a tight-knit manner while his B sections are relatively loose. This pattern
confirms Mendelssohn’s structural use of cadential design to delineate the B section and
emphasize its function as a contrasting middle.
With respect to the parameters of tonal stability, Mendelssohn’s tendency is to
feature a largely equivalent tonal sum—or number of distinct tonal centers expressed—in
all three sections. He also tends to favor a particular trajectory with respect to the tonal
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delta, or number of times the tonal center changes during the course of the harmonic
progression. First, the exposition establishes a reference frame for the tonal delta. Next,
the contrasting middle tightens, or becomes more tonally stable, by featuring fewer
changes of tonal center. Lastly, the recapitulation dramatically loosens through a
significant increase in tonal-center changes. With reference to the exposition’s tonal
delta, the recapitulation’s relative looseness effectively counterbalances the contrasting
middle’s relative tightness.
Next, Mendelssohn’s thematic designs also display a discernible trajectory, albeit
one that differs from that of his tonal deltas. In general, he favors tight-knit expositions
followed by relatively loose B sections, which provide contrast. His recapitulations
largely balance the first two sections by thematically occupying the middle of the
organizational spectrum.
With respect to form-functional efficiency, Mendelssohn also promotes a design
trajectory. The exposition establishes an efficiency frame-of-reference, as in the case of
the tonal delta. Next, the B section significantly tightens, or becomes more efficient.
Finally, the recapitulation loosens roughly back to the efficiency levels of the exposition.
A significantly more efficient, or stable, inner section than the largely equivalent outer
sections reveals Mendelssohn’s use of form-functional efficiency to emphasize the B
section’s function of contrasting middle.
Lastly, with respect to grouping-structure symmetry, Mendelssohn does not favor
a distinct organizational profile for each section; instead, the set features a variety of
designs. However, a study of the average relationships reveals Mendelssohn’s favored
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design-trajectory: the degree of grouping-structure asymmetry almost always increases
from section to section as the pieces progress.
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CONCLUSION
In Chapter 1 of this study, I established conceptions and procedures for
quantitative analysis of formal units, regardless of size, and specifically those of the small
ternary form. These include the following: 1) a modification of William Caplin’s
organizational conception of a formal unit’s tonal-design factor, 2) a quantitative theory
of a formal unit’s tonal stability as expressed by its harmonic progression, 3) a
conception of a unit’s form-functional efficiency that builds upon Caplin’s framework
but that supplies missing concepts, enabling mathematical expression, 4) a theory of
grouping-structure symmetry and its concomitant mathematical expressions, 5) the
quantitative transformation of all descriptive observations concerning a formal unit’s
organizational factors, and 6) procedures for the quantitative assessment of formal units
in general and small ternary form sections in particular, with respect to their individual
factors and composite organization.
In Chapter 2, I evaluated Mendelssohn’s sectional relationships as determined by
the six organizational factors in the individual pieces. This effort resulted in percentages
that reflect the frequency of occurrence of each sectional relationship. Figure C.1
summarizes Mendelssohn’s dominant small-ternary design tendencies in each piece and
their frequency of occurrence, with respect to an equal-weighted assessment of the six
organizational factors:
Figure C.1
Op. 19/1–4: Frequencies of Occurrence A > B A = B A < B A > A' A = A' A < A' B > A' B = A' B < A'
19/1
50%
66.7%
33.3% 33.3% 33.3%
19/2
50%
66.7%
75%
19/3
40%
40% 40%
40% 50%
50%
19/4
33.3% 33.3% 33.3%
60%
60%
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The table reveals that the pieces vary with respect to the consistency of their
dominant sectional relationships. From most consistent to least consistent, then, the Op.
19 pieces are ranked as follows: No. 2, No. 4, No. 1, and No. 3. Furthermore,
Mendelssohn favors the following relationships between sections more than others: a
tighter, or more stable, exposition than contrasting middle; a tighter exposition than
recapitulation; and a looser, or less stable, contrasting middle than recapitulation.
I concluded Chapter 2 with an evaluation of the frequency of conformity of
Mendelssohn’s sectional relationships in Op. 19 to Caplin’s classical model of small
ternary organization, which is summarized in Figure C.2:
Figure C.2
Op. 19/1–4: Frequencies of Conformity to Caplin's Model A vs. B A vs. A' B vs. A' Overall
19/1
50% 66.7% 33.3%
50%
19/2
50% 66.7%
75% 64.3%
19/3
40%
40%
50% 43.8%
19/4
33.3% 20%
20%
25%

The table reveals that Mendelssohn’s small ternary pieces of Op. 19 vary with
respect to their overall frequency of conformity to Caplin’s model. Op. 19/2 exhibits a
relatively high, 64.3% degree of conformity. In contrast, Op. 19/4 features a relatively
low, 25% frequency of conformity. Nos. 1 and 3 exhibit a frequency of conformity in
between the other two of 50% and 43.8%, respectively.
In Chapter 3, I presented an inter-compositional analysis of the small ternary
forms of Mendelssohn’s Op. 19. First, I presented tables indicating the frequency of
occurrence for each sectional relationship with respect to a particular factor. Figure C.3
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summarizes Mendelssohn’s dominant sectional relationships with respect to each factor
and their frequency of occurrence:
Figure C.3
Op. 19/1–4: Frequencies of Occurrence A > B A = B A < B A > A' A = A' A < A' B > A' B = A' B < A'
Tonal Design
100%
75%
75%
Cadential Design
100%
100%
100%
Tonal Stability
100% 75%
75%
Thematic Design
75%
75%
50% 50%
Form-Functional Efficiency
100% 75%
100%
Grouping-Structure Symmetry
100%
100%
50% 50%

The relatively high percentages—those greater than 50%—for the vast majority of
sectional relationships indicate that Mendelssohn consistently favors particular
relationships with respect to the individual factors. Furthermore, Mendelssohn favors
some organizational relationships between sections more than others, as reflected by the
number of factors that promote a particular relationship. For example, four factors
promote a tighter exposition than recapitulation while only three promote a tighter
exposition than contrasting middle. The relationship between the contrasting middle and
recapitulation features the most organizational variety: the design tendency as determined
by the factors is split evenly between a tighter B section than A’ and a looser B than A’,
with equivalently organized B and A’ sections represented as well.
In Chapter 3, I also presented a table indicating the frequency of occurrence of the
sectional relationships with respect to their composite organization—i.e., an equalweighted evaluation of all factors. In summary, 42.9% of the time, Mendelssohn favors a
tighter exposition than contrasting middle. 50% of the time, Mendelssohn’s Op. 19 also
features a tighter exposition than recapitulation. Lastly, Mendelssohn favors a looser
contrasting middle than recapitulation 42.9% of the time.
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Next in Chapter 3, I presented tables indicating the frequency of conformity of
each factor to Caplin’s classical model of small ternary organization, which I have
summarized in Figure C.4:
Figure C.4
Frequency of Conformity in Op. 19 to Caplin's Small-Ternary Model
100%
90%
80%

66.7%

70%

66.7%

66.7%

60%
50%
40%
30%

25%

30%

25%

20%
10%
0%
Tonal Design

Caden:al Design

Tonal Stability

Thema:c Design

Form-Func:onal
Eﬃciency

Grouping-Structure
Symmetry

The chart illustrates that Mendelssohn’s cadential-design, thematic-design, and
grouping-structure-symmetry relationships conform to Caplin’s model with a relatively
high degree of frequency. In contrast, the sectional relationships that result from his tonal
design, degrees of tonal stability, and form-functional efficiencies largely depart from
Caplin’s model.
Finally in Chapter 3, I evaluated the conformity of Mendelssohn’s composite
organization—based on an equal-weighted evaluation of six factors—to Caplin’s
classical model of small ternary organization. Figure C.5 summarizes the frequencies of
conformity:
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Figure C.5
Frequency of Conformity in Op. 19 to Caplin's Small-Ternary Model
100.0%
90.0%
80.0%
70.0%
60.0%
50.0%

50.0%
42.9%

45.3%
42.9%

40.0%
30.0%
20.0%
10.0%
0.0%
A vs. B

A vs. A'

B vs. A'

Overall

The chart illustrates a fairly consistent frequency of conformity across the
sectional relationships, albeit at relatively low degrees. The overall conformity of
Mendelssohn’s small-ternary practice to Caplin’s classical model of small-ternary
organization is also below 50%, specifically 45.3%. Therefore, while an individual piece,
Op. 19/2, and particular factors—cadential design, thematic design, and groupingstructure symmetry—feature a relatively high frequency of conformity to Caplin’s model,
Mendelssohn’s other pieces, other factors, and composite sectional relationships do not
conform to Caplin’s model with a high frequency.
The principal findings of this study, which I summarized above, invite further
questions. First, do the organizational tendencies in Op. 19 represent the full range of
Mendelssohn’s small ternary expression? Specifically, do the factor-design patterns of
each Op. 19 section encompass all of Mendelssohn’s small ternary possibilities? Next, do
the organizational relationships between Op. 19 sections—with respect to factor and
composite organization—represent an exhaustive list of Mendelssohn’s design options?
In addition, are the sectional design patterns and dominant relationships of Op. 19 as
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frequently employed in the remaining seven volumes of Songs Without Words?
Moreover, is a classical-era conception of small ternary organization, specifically that of
Caplin, the most appropriate model for a comparison to Mendelssohn’s practice?
In order to answer these questions, I plan to continue this research. Specifically, I
will perform a quantitative analysis of the small ternary pieces in the remaining seven
volumes of Songs Without Words. This analysis will furnish an expanded data set of
Mendelssohn’s practice, which will provide the following benefits. First, I will be able to
determine whether the sectional designs and relationships in Op. 19 represent the
complete range of Mendelssohn’s constructive options. If so, the enlarged data set will
impart a greater degree of confidence in the previously established range of design
choices. If not, an evaluation of the broader collection will establish a wider range of
design possibilities.
Next, quantitative analysis of the expanded data set will allow me to determine if
the most frequent design choices of Op. 19 are as likely to be employed in the remaining
small ternary pieces of Songs Without Words. If this is the case, I can posit with a
reasonable degree of confidence that these designs are the most probable. If not, I can
determine the most likely design choices in the collection as a whole.
After these determinations, I will be able to posit a model of Mendelssohn’s small
ternary organization in Songs Without Words as a whole. This model will consist of two
main aspects. First, it will account for Mendelssohn’s normative range of sectional
designs and relationships, evaluated with respect to each factor and the sections’
composite organizations. Second, the model will indicate the occurrence-frequency of
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sectional designs and relationships in Mendelssohn’s small ternary forms—again, in
terms of factor and composite organization.
A Mendelssohnian model of small ternary organization will provide numerous
benefits. Mendelssohn’s design in a particular instance—a sectional design, a sectional
relationship, or a small ternary piece as a whole—could be compared to his normative
practice. Deviations in any particular instance would highlight moments when the
composer’s expressive needs overpowered his formal habits.
This model could also be used to compare other composers’ small ternary forms
to Mendelssohn’s practice. For example, it would allow the comparison of
Mendelssohn’s norms to the small ternary practice of his contemporaries, like Robert
Schumann. One could also compare Mendelssohn’s practice to that of later nineteenthcentury composers, such as Johannes Brahms.
These inquiries could allow the formulation of a broader nineteenth-century
model of small ternary organization. This model would complement, not replace,
Caplin’s classical-era model. However, it might serve as a more appropriate basis for
evaluating nineteenth-century practice. Furthermore, a nineteenth-century model could
provide a relevant basis for the evaluation of small ternary practice in the twentieth
century. Regardless of the future analytical objective, what this study has sought to
reveal—Mendelssohn’s organizational tendencies in the small ternary forms of Songs
Without Words, Op. 19—can serve as a point of departure.
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Appendix A: Songs Without Words, Op. 19, No. 1 (Analysis by Jonathan Kotler)
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Songs Without Words, Op. 19, No. 1 Continued
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Songs Without Words, Op. 19, No. 1 Continued
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Songs Without Words, Op. 19, No. 1 Continued
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Songs Without Words, Op. 19, No. 1 Continued
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Songs Without Words, Op. 19, No. 2 (Analysis by Jonathan Kotler)
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Songs Without Words, Op. 19, No. 2 Continued
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Songs Without Words, Op. 19, No. 2 Continued
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Songs Without Words, Op. 19, No. 2 Continued
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Songs Without Words, Op. 19, No. 3 (Analysis by Jonathan Kotler)
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Songs Without Words, Op. 19, No. 3 Continued
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Songs Without Words, Op. 19, No. 3 Continued
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Songs Without Words, Op. 19, No. 3 Continued
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Songs Without Words, Op. 19, No. 3 Continued
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Songs Without Words, Op. 19, No. 3 Continued
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Songs Without Words, Op. 19, No. 4 (Analysis by Jonathan Kotler)
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Songs Without Words, Op. 19, No. 4 Continued
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Appendix B: A Primer on Caplin’s Theme-Types
Caplin defines theme as “a unit consisting of a conventional set of initiating,
medial, and ending [concluding] intrathematic functions. It must close with a cadence.”1
In addition to expressing the formal functions that create a sense of beginning, middle,
and end, a theme can consist of formal units that express a sense of before-the-beginning
and after-the-end. Specifically, a brief passage that precedes a theme’s structural
beginning can express the intrathematic framing function of thematic introduction.
Passages that occur after a theme’s structural conclusion, its cadential arrival, can express
one of the following postcadential intrathematic framing functions: 1) a passage that
follows a perfect authentic cadence expresses the formal function of closing section, and
2) a passage that follows a half cadence expresses the formal function of standing on the
dominant.
Caplin divides themes into two categories based on their normative measurelength: simple and compound. Caplin’s simple themes normatively consist of eight
measures and describe the following designs: sentences, periods, and hybrid themes. A
simple, or eight-measure, sentence, in Caplin’s view, normatively consists of two
phrases. For Caplin, a phrase is “minimally, a four-measure unit, often, but not
necessarily, containing two ideas.”2 The simple sentence, then, consists of two fourmeasure phrases. The first phrase communicates presentation function, an initiating
function that expresses the temporal sense of being at the beginning of a sentence. The
second phrase conveys two formal functions, those of continuation and cadential.
Continuation function, medial in nature, expresses the temporal sense of being in the
1
2

Caplin, Classical Form, 257.
Ibid., 256.
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middle of a sentence; cadential function, concluding in nature, expresses the temporal
sense of being at the end of a sentence.
At a more detailed hierarchical level of form, Caplin describes the presentation
phrase as consisting of two units. The first unit, an idea, normatively consists of two
measures and expresses the formal function of basic idea, an initiating function that
expresses the temporal sense of being at the beginning of the phrase. The second unit of
the presentation phrase also normatively consists of two measures and features a
repetition of the basic idea.
Like the sentence, Caplin’s simple, or eight-measure, period theme-type
normatively consists of two four-measure phrases. The first phrase communicates the
formal function of antecedent, an initiating function that expresses the temporal sense of
being at the beginning of a period. The second phrase, in contrast, communicates the
formal function of consequent, a concluding function that expresses the temporal sense of
being at the end of a period.
Also like the sentence, Caplin, at a more detailed hierarchical level, describes the
antecedent phrase as consisting of two units. The first formal unit is the same twomeasure unit found at the beginning of the sentence, a basic idea. Instead of a repetition
of the basic idea, as is found in the sentence, the two-measure basic idea in the simple
period is followed by another normatively two-measure unit, which conveys the formal
function of contrasting idea, a concluding function that expresses the sense of being at the
end of the phrase.
In addition to the sentence and period, Caplin posits a third category of themetypes, those he refers to as hybrids. Hybrid themes largely combine units found in the
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sentence and the period. According to Caplin, there are four types of hybrid themes. A
type-1 hybrid—antecedent plus continuation—normatively consists of two four-measure
phrases. The first phrase expresses the initiating function of antecedent while the second
expresses both the medial function of continuation and the concluding function of
cadential. A type-2 hybrid—antecedent plus cadential—also normatively consists of two
four-measure phrases. The first phrase, as before, expresses the initiating function of
antecedent while the second expresses only the concluding function of cadential.
Next, a type-3 hybrid—compound basic idea plus continuation—also normatively
consists of two four-measure phrases. The first phrase expresses the formal function of
compound basic idea. For Caplin, a compound basic idea is an initiating function that
expresses the sense of being at the beginning of a hybrid theme of type-3 or -4. A
compound basic idea phrase, like an antecedent phrase, normatively consists of a twomeasure basic idea followed by a two-measure contrasting idea. The difference between
the two phrase-types is that the antecedent phrase features weak cadential closure while
the compound basic idea lacks cadential closure entirely. Lastly, a type-4 hybrid—
compound basic idea plus consequent—normatively consists of two four-measure
phrases that express initiating and concluding functions, respectively.
In contrast to simple themes, Caplin views a compound theme as a formal unit
that normatively consists of sixteen measures, divided into two eight-measure themes.
The compound, or sixteen-measure, sentence consists of an eight-measure unit expressing
presentation function followed by an eight-measure unit expressing continuation and
cadential functions. Caplin refers to these units as a large, or eight-measure, presentation
and a large, or eight-measure, continuation, respectively. The large presentation, in turn,
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consists of a four-measure compound basic idea and its repetition. The sixteen-measure
sentence, then, resembles the eight-measure sentence with respect to the division into
equal halves of presentation and continuation.
Caplin’s compound period also normatively consists of sixteen measures divided
equally into two themes: a large, or eight-measure, antecedent followed by a large, or
eight-measure, consequent. The large antecedent has three possible designs, all
terminating in a weak cadence:
•
•
•

4-m presentation phrase plus 4-m continuation phrase
4-m compound basic idea phrase plus 4-m continuation phrase
4-m antecedent phrase plus 4-m continuation phrase

In all the designs, the large consequent of the compound period repeats the large
antecedent but concludes with the strong perfect authentic cadence.
While Caplin does acknowledge the possibility of compound, or sixteen-measure,
hybrid themes, he asserts that they are rare, presumably with reference to the classical
literature.3 Caplin further reinforces this view by omitting any discussion of compound
hybrids in Chapter 5 of Classical Form, which is titled “Hybrid Themes and Compound
Themes.”

3

Caplin, Classical Form, 253. See his definition of compound theme.
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